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These programs include:

- the Residential College for undergraduate and postgraduate students of the University of Melbourne and of the Trinity College Theological School, both resident and non-resident
- Trinity College Theological School (TCTS), a centre for Anglican theology and ministry that educates people, lay and ordained, to work for the transformation of church and society
- Trinity College Foundation Studies (TCFS), which offers a range of one-year courses that prepare able overseas students for undergraduate entry to the University of Melbourne and other leading Australian universities
- the Trinity Institute, which offers inspirational leadership programs for high school students, innovative professional development, and thought-provoking open learning opportunities for all.

Trinity College actively contributes to the life of the wider University, and its main campus is located adjacent to the University grounds.

An Anglican institution, Trinity welcomes people of all faiths and none. The College celebrates, and is enriched by, the diversity of backgrounds of its staff and students.

Trinity student numbers in all parts of the College in 2012 were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential College</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resident students</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-resident students</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theological School</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ministry Formation</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate of Theology</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Programs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October Fast Track 2011</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February Main</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July Fast Track</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June and July Main</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August and September Extended</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October Fast Track 2012</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trinity Institute</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young Leaders Winter School</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juilliard Winter Jazz School</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Leaders Summer School</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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WARDEN’S REPORT

Last year Campbell Bairstow and I shared leadership of Trinity, Campbell acting as Warden in the first half of the year when I took a sabbatical at Yale University. I am happy to report that the College flourished in my absence! As this report indicates, our various programs have continued to serve their students well, and the College has continued to achieve important strategic goals, including improvements to our facilities and in the breadth and depth of our programs.

While at Yale I was not completely apart from College life, however; living in the resident student community at Yale Divinity School, I was also welcomed to Fellows’ events at Timothy Dwight College, one of the 12 residential colleges at Yale, founded there in the 1920s – relatively recently, given that Yale itself dates to 1701. While Trinity’s members and friends need little convincing of the value of residential life as part of a university experience, it was encouraging to see the centrality of the colleges at Yale and to be reminded of resonances between life here and there. Yale’s new partnership with the National University of Singapore to create a liberal arts college in a regional neighbour puts those resonances in a new and challenging perspective.

Yale-NUS is potentially a competitor with this College and the University of Melbourne, both for students currently coming to Foundation Studies at Trinity before a Melbourne degree, and also for Australian undergraduates. There are increasing numbers of Australian undergraduates at Yale’s New Haven campus, and at Harvard, as well as at Oxford and Cambridge. Quite a few students at schools which have traditionally sent students on to this College are now seeing their choices in much wider terms than the local campus or Australian competitors.

It is especially interesting that at a time when some of these global educational leaders, including our own University of Melbourne, are putting significant course content online for free, the demand for the most traditional forms of community life at university is growing, rather than declining. We continue to develop our long-standing online courses in Theology and to expand our educational technology offerings in other areas, but we see these as complementary to, rather than substitutes for, other forms of learning and engagement.

Trinity needs to keep and develop that global perspective. We have of course had forms of international engagement for many years, and most recently our Foundation Studies and Young Leaders programs have been particularly important for welcoming international students. We are thus well placed to welcome students from anywhere, and to encourage them to pursue their own goals in all parts of the world. Australian students are certainly seeing their options as global; we want them and others, from Asia, but also from Europe, the Americas and Africa, to know that one of the most outstanding sets of opportunities anywhere can be found right here at Trinity.
COUNCIL

The College Council consists of representatives of all major sectors of the Trinity College community, including students, staff, alumni, donors, the church and the University. As the peak governance body of the College, the Council’s role is to ensure observance of the Trinity Constitution and to provide advice to the Board, the Warden and officers of the College. The Council met in May, when it appointed the Rt Revd John Parkes AM KStJ, to the Board, elected new honorary Fellows of the College, and discussed the Annual Report of the College for 2011. At its November meeting, Council elected further Fellows, and participated in an energetic discussion, led by the Warden, on strategic issues facing the College over the coming five years.

BOARD

Trinity seeks to provide a world-class collegiate education to our students. The College is fortunate to have an active and energetic Board that continues to focus on meeting this goal. The Board works on strategic matters related to the future positioning of the College and on continually lifting the quality of governance in the College. To this end, all meetings include one or two major topics to allow in-depth discussion and debate of key topics. A number of teaching and administrative staff, from each of the educational divisions and support departments, made presentations to the Board and contributed to Board discussions in 2012.

Over 40 key performance indicators are used by the Board to track the current status of the College’s performance, including operations, risk management, and capital investments. The Board’s comprehensive annual self-evaluation forms a basis of measuring its effectiveness across a range of key areas.

The Board held eight meetings during the year. Some of the key areas addressed during its monthly meetings included international strategy, the Strategic Plan, the annual risk review, operating and capital budgets, fundraising, future arrangements with the University of Melbourne related to Foundation Studies, and the Student and Staff Codes of Conduct. The Board also approved a range of major infrastructure projects including the landscaping projects for the Sharwood Court and Wynne Cottage/Kitchen North, the Jeopardy stage 2 renovation, and a new telephony contract. Members of the Senior Management Team of the College were frequent guests at Board meetings to discuss their budgets, their operational performance, their short-term and longer-term goals, and areas where the Board could provide assistance and guidance.

The Board was pleased to reappoint Ms Oshana De Silva and Mr Stuart Gooley during 2012, each for an additional two-year term. Mr Matthew Hargreaves followed Mr Sean Hewetson as Senior Student. The Board farewelled Dr Graeme Blackman at the conclusion of his term of eight years on the Board. Dr Blackman had served on several of the Board’s committees, and was also Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Foundation; his knowledge and breadth of experience will be greatly missed. The Board also wished Dr Blackman well in his new role as Chancellor of the MCD University of Divinity.

FELLOWS

Fellowship is the highest honour that is in the College’s power to bestow, and its award is thus reserved for conspicuous achievement in public life and in contribution to the College. At its May meeting, the Council raised Mr Robert Cripps AM, and Mr James S Guest AM OBE VRD, from the status of Fellow to that of Senior Fellow, and elected as new honorary Fellows Dr Roger Hamline Stafford Riordan AM, Professor Marcia Lynne Langton AM FASSA, and Mr Clive Smith. These three were installed as Fellows during Evensong on 7 October. In November, the Council elevated Sir Brian Inglis AC, Mr Brian Loton AC, and the Hon. Clive Tadgell AO QC, to the status of Senior Fellow, and elected as Fellows Professor (Charles) Ian Edward Donaldson FAHA FBA FRSE, and Dr (Norman) Bruce Munro FRACS FRANZCO. We congratulate all those so elected on their achievements.

The Warden hosted a lunch for all Fellows of the College in the Junior Common Room on 12 November.

It was with great sadness that the College acknowledges the contribution of two long-standing Fellows who died during the year. Professor AGL Shaw AO, a former resident student and Dean of the College, had been elected Fellow in 1980, and had in 2011 been elevated to Senior Fellow. Dame Elisabeth Murdoch, like Professor Shaw, was a generous benefactor to the College. She was elected as Fellow in 1990 and contributed greatly to many areas of the College, particularly music.
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

The College performed better than budget in 2012, which was an excellent result given some challenges faced during the year. Key among these was the builder undertaking the Dining Hall redevelopment project going into liquidation, resulting in us having to appoint a replacement builder late in the project. This resulted in additional costs for the building works, hire of temporary facilities and consultant fees.

The international student market for Foundation Studies was again subject to a number of external dependencies including the high Australian dollar, increased in-country competition as countries develop local education programs that can provide direct entry to Australian universities, and increased competition from USA, UK and Canada. Despite these, Foundation Studies enrolments in 2012 exceeded target by some 12% and have increased in a market that declined year-on-year overall.

The charts below show a breakdown of the sources of College income and areas of College expenditure. Fee income is clearly the main form of income, representing 78.5%, followed by donations, 7.2%, investment income, 6.5% and other revenue, 5.2%. Salaries and staff-related costs represent 48.3% of College expenditure in 2012, with administration and other, 17.2%, buildings and property, 12.5%, depreciation, 9.2% and marketing and promotions, 8.7%.

Donations in 2012 to Trinity College and the Trinity College Foundation were again strong and exceeded budget, with funds donated for scholarships, buildings and grounds projects and teaching featuring solidly.

The College spent some $6.6 million on capital works in 2012 to improve infrastructure and operations. The major projects included the Dining Hall redevelopment, landscaping works for the Vatican Lawn, Sharwood Court and Kitchens, completion of the Leeper chimney and north face restoration, refurbishment of student rooms in Kitchens and in the Memorial Building (Jeopardy), completion of the desktop/laptop replacement project, and other improvements to IT infrastructure.

The investment funds’ performance in 2012 was +18.9% compared to the benchmark portfolio’s performance of +15.6%. These investment funds support the College through the funding of scholarships, studentships, contributing to staff teaching and lectureships, building projects and other College activities.

The College Board, through the Finance and Investment Committees, regularly review the College’s investment performance and fund drawdowns to ensure that programs and activities are supported adequately while also endeavouring to ensure endowed funds are maintained in real terms for the long term.
SENIOR STAFF

There were several changes in the senior staff of the College during 2012. During Semester One, the Warden was on Sabbatical leave, and the Dean and Deputy Warden, Mr Campbell Bairstow, was Acting Warden during this time; Dr Sally Dalton-Brown, Head of Academic Programs, was Acting Dean. In April Dr Alan Watkinson, Director of Advancement, took up a position at the Melbourne Business School. A search process identified Mr Scott Charles to fill this role from late in the year, and in the interim Campbell Bairstow filled this role also. At the beginning of second semester, the Revd Dr Andreas Loewe, College Chaplain, was appointed as Dean of Melbourne, the fifth College Chaplain to undertake that role.

INDIGENOUS PROGRAMS

It is now some 10 years since the first Indigenous Australians joined Trinity as resident students. Much has been learned and much achieved in those years, and there is good cause for celebration after a decade of education of Indigenous and non-Indigenous members of the College. At times there have also been frustrations and disappointments for students and staff but this has rarely been because of a lack of goodwill or commitment.

In December, Carla Scafi (TC 2009), graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree. Carla is the first graduate in the BA (Extended) pathway program that commenced in 2009, and her achievement is a signal moment for the University and Trinity. All parties, including fellow residential colleges, remain committed to building and sustaining a pathway to tertiary education for young Indigenous women and men and it is anticipated that in 2013 a number of fellow students will follow Carla’s example.

Fifteen indigenous students were in residence in the College, spread across the faculties of Arts, Biomedicine, Postgraduate Medicine, Commerce, Physio, Music and Theology. Four of these students successfully completed first year BA (Extended), two of them achieving an H1 average. Indigenous students attended both Summer and Winter Young Leaders and Social Justice programs, and the College further cemented ties with the Yalari Foundation and the Smith Family. The first students through the Yalari program (years 4–12) will graduate this year and it is anticipated that some of them will be at the University of Melbourne and in residence in 2013.

Residential students again visited the remote Minyerri community in the Northern Territory, and College students continue to take part in the mid year Teachabout Program, established by Trinity alumni to assist Minyerri students to transition to high school.

SUSTAINABILITY

The College appointed two residential students to the position of Sustainability Interns in 2012 to help improve awareness of the College’s sustainability objectives and practices across the various parts of the College and to help embed the behavioural changes required to meet the objectives for reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, waste, water and increased recycling to name a few.

The refurbishment of the Jeopardy student rooms over summer involves such environmental features as the installation of hydronic heating throughout the building which will be more energy efficient than the electric slab and panel heating previously installed, installation of double-glazed windows and improved insulation.
The three-year strategic plan that had been developed in 2010 was continued, with the Board and Senior Management refining its details as the year progressed. The major strategies pursued during 2012 are outlined below.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Objective: To develop and diversify our academic programs, ensuring high quality, innovation and a formational student experience, with emphasis on Indigenous engagement and sustainability, and to share them with an increasingly large and diverse audience.

- Continue development of health and wellbeing programs
- Examine the experience of and offering to graduate students
- Develop strategies to increase student numbers in the Ministry Formation Program
- Pursue opportunities in relation to the new MCD University of Divinity
- Continue to improve teaching spaces and AV facilities for Foundation Studies
- Fully implement iPad technology in Foundation Studies teaching and learning
- Continue to strengthen strategic relationship with the University
- Continue to explore new program niches with the University
- Continue to build student numbers across both Young Leaders July and December programs and create new bespoke programs in the Trinity Institute
- Develop the model of the Gourlay Visiting Professor of Ethics in Business so as to make such visits College-wide academic events

CAPITAL WORKS
Objective: To improve and expand our educational and residential facilities.

- Complete the Dining Hall project
- Commence stage two of the Jeopardy student rooms renovation
- Landscape the Vatican Lawn
- Complete Leeper Building fabric restoration
- Complete sketch design for the Southern Precinct project

HUMAN RESOURCES
Objective: To foster a positive, cohesive and efficient work environment that will develop and support an outstanding staff community.

- Ensure professional development enables staff to achieve the College’s strategic objectives
- Build staff capacity across areas of expertise to ensure knowledge is retained and processes are integrated/improved

INFORMATION RESOURCES
Objective: To develop and enhance the College’s technological infrastructure and information management.

- Begin the network improvement program
- Standardise the desktop operating environment
- Improve IT systems’ resilience

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
Objective: To re-engineer key College-wide processes to ensure efficiency and effectiveness.

- Complete a business continuity plan
- Review and revise governance practices, particularly in effectiveness of committee structures and reporting
- Conduct major review of Shared Services, particularly to benchmark services and expenditure against comparable businesses

PHILANTHROPY
Objective: To engage more deeply with alumni and friends of the College in order to raise sufficient funds to support the goals of the College Strategic Plan.

- Complete $1 million in philanthropic support for the Dining Hall project
- Revitalise the workings of the Foundation Executive
- Work with Board and Senior Management to expand and develop prospective supporter list for transformational and major gifts

FINANCE
Objective: To develop the financial resources necessary to achieve our long-term vision.

- Achieve budget surplus target and generate sufficient cash to meet our medium to long-term needs
- Introduce simplified and graphical reporting for Board and Finance Committees and other governance bodies as required

Having celebrated the College’s 140th year in August, the Board held a retreat over two days in September 2012, focused on creating a new strategic plan for the College from 2013, looking toward our 150th anniversary in 2022.
Trinity students once again displayed their readiness to give back to the community through participation in a number of volunteer programs throughout the year.
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE

The Residential College enjoyed a successful year. Academic standards remained impressively high and the quality of teaching through tutorials and consultations was consistently good. The first cohort of students in the new Melbourne graduate schools did well in the second year of studies in fields such as Medicine and Law.

Student life was rich and varied. The play, Agatha Christie’s And Then There Were None and the musical, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee (Union House Theatre Production of the Year Award), were well delivered and enjoyed greatly by well-attended audiences. The College performed admirably in a range of artistic and cultural pursuits and the students are commended on earning the Intercollegiate Shield for the Arts for 2012. Other highlights included public concerts for the a capella groups the Candystripes and the Trinity Tiger Tones, a cultural exchange to College House at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, and a second Big Day In festival, a celebration of student music in many forms. The most exciting initiative in the arts was the establishment of a Trinity College Orchestra. Some 40 players came together under the leadership of conductor Patrick Miller, and the concert held in October was outstanding. Happily, the Trinity Orchestra will continue next year.

Trinity students once again displayed their readiness to give back to the community through participation in a number of volunteer programs throughout the year. Tutoring services with the River Nile and Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience (AIME) continued weekly while individuals contributed strongly to tutoring with the Smith Family. Alongside these established programs students regularly helped out at the Asylum Seeker Refuge Centre.

The annual Northern Territory Trip to Minyerri was led successful by Georgina McKay and Miranda Gaze. Twenty students spent a week teaching in the remote community of Minyerri before experiencing six days of meetings with influential figures involved in working through social issues surrounding the Indigenous population of the Northern Territory. The trip was immensely educational with all students returning with greater insights into the challenges faced by those living both in remote communities but also within Australian cities.
The School has gained a unique opportunity to review its place within the United Faculty of Theology (UFT), of which the Theological School is a partner with the Jesuit Theological College and the Uniting Church Theological College, and MCDU as a whole.

Dr Megan Warner, who graduated with her doctorate at the first MCDU graduation in May, was appointed Bromby Lecturer in Biblical Studies in January. Subsequently, she was appointed Research Coordinator for the UFT. During the year, two members of faculty became Professors of MCDU: the Revd Dr Dorothy Lee and the Revd Dr Andrew McGowan. The Revd Cecilia Francis took on the role of Coordinator of the Certificate Program. The School also set up an Adjunct Faculty to assist in its wider teaching and research. The School also developed a partnership with St Mary’s Anglican Church, North Melbourne, in which the Revd Dr Craig D’Alton will become the St Mary’s Lecturer in Anglican Studies.

The academic and formation program in the Theological School has thrived during 2012, with more than 40 students attending the Ministry Formation Program. Dr Andrew Bunting was the Senior Theological Student and worked hard with us to build a vibrant community. The online program, run by Dr David Gormley-O’Brien, is also flourishing. The Certificate Program, which runs theological study at the parish level, has extended its reach and numbers.

In addition to these achievements, the Theological School has been fruitfully engaged with the wider church and society. In March, it hosted a Religious Education Forum at Trinity, chaired by the Revd Canon Dr Ray Cleary, to discuss the role of religious education in schools. During the same month, Meg Warner prepared Bible studies for the National Bishops Conference. The speaker for the Barry Marshall Memorial Lecture in August was the Hon. Justice Michael Kirby whose topic was: Religion and sexuality: uncomfortable bedfellows. The School presented a conference and book launch Celebrating the 20th anniversary of the ordination of women. Ray Cleary presented the John Naill Lecture to the combined churches of Geelong on Biblical Principles on Justice and the Church.

Throughout August, the Theological School held a vocations’ month, where members of faculty preached across the Diocese. The Wangaratta Diocesan Conference was held at Trinity in December, with members of faculty giving Bible studies and addresses.
TRINITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION STUDIES

Trinity College Foundation Studies (TCFS) is an award-winning, one year course that annually prepares around 700 overseas students for undergraduate entry to the University of Melbourne and other leading Australian universities by equipping them with the intellectual, linguistic and cultural skills necessary for success at university.

Widely regarded as a benchmark for foundation studies programs in Australia, TCFS courses are academically supervised and quality assured by the University of Melbourne, which guarantees places to those students. On average, around 80% of TCFS graduates achieve the required scores.

The program has been successfully helping prepare international students for university for 22 years now. Longitudinal performance data from within the University of Melbourne shows us that TCFS students do very well once they are in their undergraduate studies. Highly qualified teaching staff use a lecture and tutorial style of teaching to develop independent learning skills. This is combined with individual mentoring, a strong network of student welfare and support services, and a range of extracurricular activities to prepare students for tertiary study.

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS

The high academic standards of TCFS students are reflected in the following statistics from the 2011–2012 intakes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of final examinees</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students qualifying from the program</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students with an average of, or above 95%</td>
<td>4 (6.8%)</td>
<td>8 (6.8%)</td>
<td>6 (14.2%)</td>
<td>38 (9.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students with an average of 90–100% for their top 4 subjects</td>
<td>25 (42.4%)</td>
<td>33 (28.2%)</td>
<td>16 (38.1%)</td>
<td>141 (35.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCFS graduates who applied to University of Melbourne offered a place</td>
<td>53 (89.8%)</td>
<td>83 (70.9%)</td>
<td>36 (85.7%)</td>
<td>325 (82.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table is of particular interest this year in that 2012 has been the first full year in which every student entering TCFS has been issued with an iPad and many of the teaching materials and approaches to learning have been expressly designed to use that iPad platform. Earlier trials suggested that students would generally become slightly more engaged and responsive learners, and it was hoped that overall academic performance would also be improved and evident in final results.

The February Main intake from 2012 has delivered overall results that are stronger than for the previous five years, and a greater proportion than usual will receive offers of places at the University of Melbourne. This innovative program of technology assisted teaching and learning was titled Step Forward and results suggest that a step has indeed been taken. We will be closely watching further intakes’ results to see if that pattern applies to all groups.
**GOURLAY VISITING PROFESSOR OF ETHICS IN BUSINESS**

We were delighted to welcome Professor Ronald Jeurissen, Chair of Business Ethics, Nyenrode Business Universiteit, as the Gourlay Visiting Professor of Ethics in Business in November. The Professor spent five weeks at the College. Professor Jeurissen offered challenging seminars for the residential students, served as the keynote speaker for the Annual Forum on Ethics, Governance and Performance, the CPA Australia Congress and the Fairfax Oration for the Melbourne Business School. The Professor also offered a public lecture at the RACV Club where over 150 attended, and various seminars and workshops for the University of Melbourne and other business leaders in the city.

**YOUNG LEADERS PROGRAM, JULY**

The Trinity Institute saw a significant increase in July numbers in 2012, largely due to the popularity of the Social Justice program, which attracted a total of 65 students. In July, we had a total of six Indigenous students through Yalari – a significant partner for Trinity – as well as five low socioeconomic students on scholarships from the University of Melbourne, and three refugee students from Gilmore College for Girls, in Footscray. In terms of student population, there were 12 different nationalities represented with students from Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, UAE, US and Vietnam. The English Intensive for International Students, which ran for the first time, attracted 10 Thai students, bringing our total of Thai students to 21. Over six programs, 164 students joined the Young Leaders Program in July.

**JUILLIARD WINTER JAZZ SCHOOL**

The Juilliard Jazz program also attracted record numbers in Week 1, with 40 students attending from NSW, Qld, South Australia, Victoria, Western Australia, China and India. As usual, the highlight of the week was the student concert where our students performed in ensembles after a week of tutoring from the world’s leading jazz teachers, the faculty of Juilliard’s Jazz School, New York City.

**YOUNG LEADERS PROGRAM, DECEMBER**

In December, the Young Leaders program saw record numbers of domestic students totalling 35. Ten of these students were Indigenous and came to our programs via partnerships with Yalari and the Smith Family. We had 11 low socioeconomic students through a partnership with Western Chances, an organisation that has connection with low socioeconomic students in Melbourne’s western suburbs as well as three low socioeconomic students sponsored by the University of Melbourne, and four Kwong Lee Dow students, also sponsored by the University. The remainder of our students came from Malaysia (29 in total) as well as Singapore (34) who came via school groups from Ngee Ann Secondary, Meridien JC and Serangoon JC and small numbers from Indonesia, Sri Lanka, the US and New Zealand.
The College enjoyed a successful year in its Advancement activities. Donations in 2012 amounted to $2.19 million, and fundraising activities for scholarships and teaching and for improved facilities made an important difference to the lives of students and staff.

Continuing success in the annual giving program and several important bequests resulted in the goals for the year being exceeded. Highlights for the year that were supported by philanthropy included the transformation of the Dining Hall and the development of contemporary, casual dining spaces on the northern face of the traditional Hall, progress with landscaping in the north-eastern precinct of the main campus, and commencement of works to refurbish all student accommodation in the Memorial Building Jeopardy. The small and passionate band of benefactors that contributes annually to student scholarships again made a remarkable difference, and the total financial aid distributed for the year to resident students, comprised of those gifts and endowment income, was more than $1 million.

The area of alumni relations was particularly busy and successful. It was decided that the 140th Anniversary Celebration Dinner would be the principal focus for the year and that regular decade reunions would be suspended as a result. The dinner was a triumph. Almost 600 guests enjoyed a night of fine food and wine, sublime music and splendid company. The Warden spoke eloquently on the achievements and ambitions of the College, with particular emphasis on plans to build significantly the corpus of funds held in endowment to provide scholarships for students in all parts of Trinity. Associate Director, Alumni Relations, Ms Nicole Crook, deserves great praise for the planning and management of such a successful College celebration. Other occasions were also well attended. The annual Fleur-de-Lys Drinks Under the Oak, the Seniors’ Lunch, city breakfasts, various Warden’s Circle events and a Leeper Society afternoon at Duneira at Mount Macedon, were popular with alumni and friends. These events were important opportunities for continuing engagement with the College, and the support shown was affirming for Trinity staff and those in governance roles. The Warden and Ms Crook visited Singapore and Kuala Lumpur in November and were welcomed warmly by alumni and families linked to Trinity College Foundation Studies.

In many ways 2012 was a year of change, particularly in leadership roles linked to Advancement. The Annual General Meeting of the Trinity College Foundation marked the retirement of the Chairman, Dr Graeme Blackman OAM, after nine years of distinguished service. Dr Blackman made an outstanding contribution as Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Foundation and Chair of the Campaign Committee in the life of the remarkably successful Campaign for Trinity, and as a member of the Trinity Board. His support of students in need, in which he was joined by his wife and loyal Trinity supporter Paulene, is acknowledged with gratitude. Mr Charles Sitch, an alumnus with senior corporate and commercial experience and a record of distinguished service as a volunteer in not-for-profit groups, succeeded Dr Blackman as Chairman. The College also acknowledges the special contribution made by Ms Miranda Milne, who resigned after serving on the Executive Committee of the Foundation for 14 years. She is thanked sincerely for her advice flowing from her commercial experience and insights, including in the effective and responsible management of endowments and funds held in trust, and her deep affection for the College.

The year also saw the Director of Advancement, Dr Alan Watkinson, depart to take up a senior position with the Melbourne Business School. In his five years at Trinity, Alan led the development of a number of fundraising initiatives and under his guidance, important and reliable annual philanthropic income was received. He also established connections and professional friendships with many members of the Trinity community, and was an elegant and informed advocate at all times. In January, Ms Astrida Cooper, Associate Director, Major Gifts, was also thanked for two years of loyal service upon her move to a senior role in the independent school sector. Upon the departure of Dr Watkinson, Mr Campbell Bairstow served as acting Director of Advancement until December, when Mr Scott Charles commenced in the role. Scott will bring to the position valuable commercial experience and strong Trinity links as a former student and tutor.
ART AND ARCHIVES

In December 2012, four additions to the College’s portrait collection were unveiled in the recently renovated Dining Hall to much acclaim.

These included the current Warden, Professor Andrew McGowan, by artistic duo Charles Green and Lyndell Brown, philanthropist Rupert Myer, by Yvette Coppersmith, Senior Fellow, Professor Emeritus John Poynter, by Julia Ciccarone, and Lianne Gough’s portrait of architect Neil Everist, whose firm, McGlashan Everist, was responsible for the construction of the Memorial Building (Jeopardy) in the late 1950s.

With the re-opening of the Dining Hall, a room brochure – A Quick Guide to the Portrait Collection in the Dining Hall – was produced to provide both the College community and visitors a means of identifying works. This approach has been taken in lieu of wall labels to retain a domestic feel, while acknowledging the great diversity of alumni and artists represented in the Collection. The guide has already gone into its second print-run, and has been distributed at associated museums across the University to further promote the College’s Collection.

Also contributing to the broader promotion of the College’s art collection was the loan of Terry Matassoni’s Travelling Home (1989) to a retrospective of his work held at the Maroondah Art Gallery throughout September and October. The work was a purchase by the ER White Club in 1990, and illustrates the significant cultural value of several astute past purchases by the Club. The ER White Club continued to build on these past strengths, acquiring two oil paintings by Sydney-based artist Carla Hananiah. Hananiah was awarded the Blake Prize’s John Coburn Emerging Artist Award in 2011, and subsequently won the 2012 Mosman Art Prize Viewers’ Choice Award.

The generous gift of Campbell Bairstow and Jill Gregory of a commissioned woven pandanus mat by Yolngu elder, Langani Marika, was another valued addition to the College’s existing holdings of Marika family artwork, and has been hung in the new reception foyer where it makes a prominent and important statement about the College’s commitment towards Indigenous education.

During the year, the Archives were again in demand from both internal and external researchers. A new photograph database was created to enable searching of the College’s growing holdings of digitised photographs. A large portion of the archive material housed in the Behan basement and in offsite storage in Brunswick was transferred to ArchiveSecurity, a professional storage facility in Laverton. In September, the Dean was the guest of the Athenaeum Club when it hosted a dinner celebrating the 200th anniversary of the birth of Charles Dickens, at which were displayed several letters by Dickens held in the George Rusden Collection at Trinity. The Rusden Collection index has been moved to a separate database, and will progressively be loaded to the website to allow external searches.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

The Buildings and Ground staff service a wide range of stakeholders across all campuses of the College. Results from the 2012 customer service survey showed continued improvements in staff satisfaction with overall Buildings and Grounds service. Projects undertaken in 2012 reflected the continued implementation of the Building Master Plan (2007) and Grounds Master Plan (2008), together with a range of other works.

Projects under the Buildings Master Plan included overseeing the redevelopment of the Dining Hall, the refurbishment of the Bishops’ Building foyer, and the development of an annex between the Leeper Building and the Dining Hall, the refurbishment of student rooms, and completion of the sketch design phase for a proposed new College-wide educational facility in the southern precinct, along Tin Alley.

Grounds Master Plan items included landscaping works associated with the Dining Hall, Vatican Lawn, Sharwood Court and Kitchens precincts, and the installation of a new steel fence along the University boundary. Other works overseen by Buildings and Grounds were the completion of the Signage Master Plan and the installation of CCTV in several Foundation Studies leased premises.
The Chaplaincy team offers regular worship opportunities, pastoral support and advice to all members of Trinity, be they students, staff, parents, friends, alumni or members of the wider University and Parkville communities.

Funds were raised to assist in reducing the Chapel’s carbon footprint; electronic orders of service were introduced to aid that goal. Technology to enable video broadcast of Chapel services to the Old Warden’s Lodge was used successfully for several services. Generous Chapel giving by students, staff and members of the wider community, enabled the support of a number of outreach projects.

The Revd Dr Joy Sandefur joined the team as Assistant Chaplain for the year. Bishop Philip Huggins led the services at Easter, including baptism and confirmation. The Governor of Victoria and the Chancellors of both the University of Melbourne and the MCD University of Divinity attended a service to mark the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee in May. In July, the Revd Chris Carolane accompanied a group of Foundation Studies students to Central Australia, while he and the Revd Dr Andreas Loewe led the Choir of Trinity College on its tour to Germany and the Baltic State in September.

Students and colleagues were sad to see Andreas depart in October to become the Dean of Melbourne, but wish him well in his new role.

In December, the Chaplains, Music and Advancement staff again produced three well-attended and beautifully sung services of nine lessons and carols, two in the Chapel and the third at St Paul’s Cathedral, where a collection in support of Anglicare Victoria was taken.
COMMUNICATIONS

The Communications team produced all print and online marketing collateral for the College in 2012, and brought significant innovation to student handbooks going online. Communications also produces the College magazine, Trinity Today, which is now made available electronically as well as in print. The campus signage project was completed in 2012, under the direction of the Manager, Visual Communications, Ms Dee Jenkins.

Video has become a very important part of the College’s promotion materials. The increase in views on YouTube has reflected this, and videos are also distributed to agents and prospective students on DVD and USB drives. The most significant video produced in 2012 was shown at the 140th Anniversary Celebration Dinner in August, promoting the continuing need for scholarship endowments.

Our social media strategy supports our overall communications strategy and our activities reflect and are consistent with our key messages and branding. Interacting online gives us the opportunity to show a little more of Trinity’s personality – one that is responsive, informative, relevant, friendly and fun. We have used social media to recruit and interact with future and current students, parents, alumni, staff and friends and develop them into active community participants. We have shared news, photos and achievements, and encourage participation from our audiences. Communications organised the College’s contribution to the University of Melbourne Open Day in August, providing information about all of our educational divisions. The TCAC took a special role in recruitment and training of guides for the day, resourced by the Communications team. The logistics of managing Open Day without the Dining Hall as the hub involved constructing a new gate from Tin Alley and utilising the marquee as an asset that looked just like the other large marquees around campus on the day. Record numbers filled the College on the day.

CONFERENCES AND EVENTS

2012 had challenges due to the closure and refurbishment of the Dining Hall. The well-appointed marquee set up on the tennis court as a replacement dining area, however, provided an excellent substitute for catering and hospitality and Alliance Catering continued to provide quality service under the circumstances. Despite all the construction and building projects in 2012, the Conference and Events department continued to flourish and ended up well in excess of targets. In addition to the financial benefits, the Conference and Events department brings important groups to the College, exposing us to a much wider audience, both domestic and international. These outcomes could not have been achieved without the tremendous support of Assistant to Conference Manager, Pierre Houeix, Alliance Catering, Berkeley Challenge Cleaning Team, Buildings and Grounds, Main Reception and Accounts staff.

HUMAN RESOURCES

Professional development and training has been a priority of Human Resources in 2012. Mentoring opportunities for selected staff, on the job training, in-house training such as iPad and other IT workshops, regulatory training covering such areas as the Equal Opportunity Act (EOA), Code of Conduct, operational health and safety, first aid, and manual handling have all been offered. An online version of emergency management programs has also been developed in conjunction with the Critical Incident Management Plan. We continue to offer our health and wellbeing programs, which are very popular with staff.

In 2012, 30 new staff started at Trinity College. There were two new Foundation Studies Subject Leaders, Ms Peetra Letche (English for Academic Purposes) and Dr Kerry Higgins (Chemistry), and two of our staff were made inaugural Professors at the new MCD University of Divinity: the Revd Professor Andrew McGowan and the Revd Professor Dorothy Lee.
The visitor wireless system provides access for defined classes of visitors to the College, including Board and Committee members and conference guests. More major improvements to the audio-visual (AV) facilities were made, completing the three-year AV upgrade plan. The first year of a three-year network improvement project was completed, improving the performance of the underlying computer network.

A new responsive design was implemented on the external website in collaboration with the Communications team, which vastly improves the user experience when accessing the external website on smartphones, tablets and different sized devices. This development improves the way potential students (and their parents) access information about the College.

Tenders for multi-year iPad provision and associated services as well as telephone call carriage were completed, as was the planned standardisation to the Mac operating system for staff computer use. Foundation Studies computer laboratory equipment was also replaced.

The computer network refresh (year one) was completed, which included a 2Gbps link upgrade for the south Carlton precinct, a 1Gbps link upgrade to Royal Parade buildings, replacement of routing and firewall equipment and expanded wireless coverage. Additional technology, including AV systems, was integrated into the refurbished Dining Hall. A broad range of IT infrastructure was provided for the Critical Incident Management Plan.
The Library continues to offer reader services to students and staff of all parts of the College, running orientation and skills sessions at the beginning of the year to residential and Foundation Studies students, and offering research collections to students, staff and external readers. Four bursaries were created for students to supervise the Library during its extended evening opening hours.

Negotiations with the University of Melbourne’s Library for the renewal of the contract for use of the Library by the Foundation Studies program have resulted in significant database access to the University Library’s electronic resources for students and staff. The Librarian also negotiated with JSTOR and EBSCO Host regarding wider access to their databases. Major electronic databases in the Library currently focus on religion and theology; subscriptions were rationalised so as not to duplicate the resources available at the Dalton McCaughey Library, and we have now implemented EZproxy software that allows for remote authentication of users of electronic resources.

The Library’s security system uses old technology that is no longer supported. A new system is being investigated that would allow the Library to implement self-service checkout and also monitor to take books from the Library that have not been checked out.

In April, Mary-Clare Adam, the goddaughter of Valentine Leeper, presented the Library with a doll that belonged to Valentine. The doll is a highly collectible item of some monetary value apart from the significance of its provenance, and was given on long-term loan.

A condensed version of an exhibition at the Red Gallery called Wunderkammer, curated by artist Rod Gray, was on display in the Library until March 2012. In May, the Library installed an exhibition called Found and Lost by artists Ria Green and Claire Humphries.
MUSIC

Across all its programs, Trinity continued to develop its musical talents.

A Trinity College Orchestra (at the instigation of resident student Felicity Martin) was formed at the beginning of the year, and there was success for the Trinity Tiger Tones on Channel 7’s Australia’s Got Talent. The Foundation Studies Singers were formed this year, an initiative of Foundation Studies Chaplain, the Revd Chris Carolane, and Director of Music, Mr Michael Leighton Jones. The group performed at Fare Dinkum and the Spring Concert to an enthusiastic reception. The Choir of Trinity College sang JS Bach’s Johannes-Passion at the Melbourne Recital Centre in March under the baton of Stephen Layton, Director of Music at Trinity College, Cambridge. Former chorister, Siobhan Stagg, was soprano soloist and Michael Leighton Jones sang the role of Jesus. John O’Donnell concluded his role as College Organist at the end of 2012. His skills in the organ loft, particularly his harmonisations of the last verses of hymns and improvised organ voluntaries at the end of Sunday services have been a musical treat.

The Choir toured in June and July, returning to Germany and visiting the Baltic States and St Petersburg for services and a highly successful series of concerts to appreciative audiences. The Choir’s first engagement back in Melbourne was a very well received concert of Bach’s music – Cantatas 51 and 182 and the Magnificat – with Greta Bradman and visiting German tenor, Wolfram Lattke, among the soloists. Several significant milestones during the year provided performance opportunities for the Choir – the College’s 140th Anniversary Celebration Dinner in August, the University of Melbourne’s Faculty of Medicine 150th Anniversary Dinner in September, and the inaugural Anatomy Department Service of Thanksgiving for those who had donated their bodies for medical research and teaching in October. The Choir also continued its community involvement with services at St Matthew’s, Broadford, in celebration of the church’s 150th anniversary in August and a May concert at St Michael’s Church in the city. The Trinity Gents sang at lunchtime functions at the Lyceum and Savage Clubs during the year, and the Melbourne-based choral scholars were part of the Melbourne Arts Centre Christmas Morning Melodies in December. The Choir was honoured to be invited to sing at the state funeral for Dame Elisabeth Murdoch, an exceptionally generous supporter of the College, particularly its music programs.

ABC Classics also released several CDs during 2012 with tracks by the Trinity College Choir – For the God who Sings and Rule Britannia! – The Music that Made Britain Great. Lest We Forget – The Music of Remembrance also featured the Choir in several hymns as well as appropriate anthems and motets, including a premiere recording of For the Fallen by Michael Leighton Jones. Later in the year, there were two CD releases: British Choral Music and 50 Best-Loved Hymns, the second being a two CD set with 35 tracks sung by the Choir.
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STAFF ACHIEVEMENTS


Rosemary Blight completed her Doctor of Philosophy in the Graduate School of Education, the University of Melbourne, with a thesis titled Creating Indigenous Futures: Using Applied Theatre to Construct a Participatory Creative Space for Indigenous Australian Young People. She also presented Participatory Spaces for Indigenous Young People through Applied Theatre at the Melbourne University Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Research Symposium in October.

Dr Peter Campbell JP is an Honorary Research Fellow at the Melbourne Conservatorium of Music, the University of Melbourne. An article, ‘Eclectic Experience, Eclectic Style: An Interview with Joseph Twist’ and a review of Michael Kassler’s The Music Trade in Georgian Experience, Eclectic Style: An Interview with Joseph Twist’ and a review of Michael Kassler’s The Music Trade in Georgian Experience, Eclectic Style: An Interview with Joseph Twist’ and a review of Michael Kassler’s The Music Trade in Georgian

TRINITY TODAY

The Music Trade in Georgian

The Music Trade in Georgian

A Journal of Music Research

The Revenue Society of Australia, Archivist

Dr Barbara Cargill attended the British Academy of Management conference in Cardiff in September.

Greg Chenhall attended the Gartner IT Symposium in November.
The Revd Canon Dr Ray Cleary

AM, published Reinventing Welfare for Mission: Choices for Churches (Canberra: Barton Books, 2012), which was launched at the College in August. He continues as a member of the Victorian Children’s Council and a Board member of the International Forum on Child Welfare. In August he gave the J Nall Lecture on the topic ‘The church’s engagement with justice’ to the combined churches in Geelong.

Geoff Crompton attended the Linux Conference Australia in January and Pycon Australia in March.

Dr Sally Dalton-Brown


Dr Anne Elvey was appointed editor of the scholarly journal The Australian and New Zealand Theological Review; as editor she is a member of the EU and China,’ Global ethics and Nanotechnology: A Comparison of the Nanoethos Environments of the EU and China, NanoEthics, 6.2 (2012): 137–50.

Dr Annette Hogan, Kim Power, and Claire Renkin (Equinox Publishing). She presented a paper at a conference on Contemporary Issues in Koine Greek Pedagogy at Australian Catholic University in June.


Dr Emma Henderson presented three conference papers during the year: The Empty Gesture: Jury Directions and the Meaning of Consent in Rape Trials in Victoria, Australia, International Law and Society Conference, Honolulu; Teaching Right(s)—Student-centered Learning in Human Rights Law, Human Rights Teachers Network Workshop, Canberra; and Rape Trials and the Jury Directions in the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic), Australian Law and Society Conference, Wollongong.

Dr Brenda Holt was invited to be on the University of Melbourne Student Engagement Plan Steering Group and the Social Inclusion Scholars and Practitioners Network.

Dr Katherine Firth joined the Board of Acorn Press Ltd and was an Examining Chaplain for the Diocese of Melbourne. She published ‘Kathleen Raine’ in British Writers: Supplement XVIII, ed Jay Parini (New York: Scribner, 2012), 275–92; and two articles, ‘What is the World we Want to Make?’, Isobel Carmody The Sending,’ Steep Stairs Review, 6 [Dec. 2011] and ‘Xenophilia in the Kitchen: The Great British Book of Baking, and the Celebration of Otherness,’ Steep Stairs Review, 7 [July 2012]. She presented a paper at the Australian Association of Language and Learning, Key Thinkers, Key Theories Symposium, in Melbourne, on Student Fetisisation of Detail: Adorno and Higher Education Commodity Culture. Her lyrics to One Drop of Water with music by Dr Peter Campbell were performed at a baptism in September, and her new words for a verse to Ye Watchers and Ye Holy Ones were performed at the installation of the Revd Dr Andreas Loewe as Dean of Melbourne in October.


Bell Foozwell presented his research at the 56th annual meeting of the Australian Mathematical Society. He gave a presentation titled Triangulations of products and related 3-manifolds at the special session on Geometry and Topology.

Dr David Gormley-O’Brien gave a joint paper at a conference on Contemporary Issues in Koine Greek Pedagogy at Australian Catholic University in June.

The Revd Professor Dorothy Lee’s book Hallowed in Truth and Love: Spirituality in the Johannine Literature (Melbourne: Mosaic Press, 2012) was launched at the College in March. In October, she was named as one of the 10 inaugural professors of the MCD University of Divinity. She also gave two papers at the North American Society for Biblical Literature conference in Chicago in November.

Michael Leighton Jones was guest director for the Tudor Choristers for its Sing Nowell concert in December. ABC Classics released three CDs featuring the Choir of Trinity College during 2012. Lest We Forget – The Music of Remembrance and five anthems recorded in December 2010, among them For the Fallen for which he wrote the music. The Choir also contributed 35 tracks to the ABC Classics 2 CD compilation 50 Best-Loved Hymns released in November, of which 18 were arranged by Michael. The Choir also had tracks on two further ABC compilations during the year: For the God who Sings.
and Evidence course at the Australian National University, and convened three Trinity College Late Antiquity seminars for both academic, student and general public audiences. Tamar continues as Honorary Fellow at the School of Historical Studies, the University of Melbourne, and as Central Investigator in an Australian Research Council Discovery Grant Project entitled The Silent Wilderness Speaks: The Long History of Gallipoli and the Dardanelles in conjunction with colleagues from Australian National University and La Trobe University. She is a member of the international editorial board of a new multi-lingual journal, Post Classical Archaeologies, produced at the University of Padova, and was invited by David Eitam of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem to join an online gathering of archaeologists, historians and multidisciplinary scientists interested in ancient Near East, Levant and Mediterranean, and in the study of archeo-industry.

The Revd Dr Andreas Loewe presented a lecture and seminar on Bach’s St John Passion at the Hebrew University Jerusalem in January. In April he presented an introductory lecture on Bach’s Passions at a performance by the Choir of Trinity College of the St John Passion at the Melbourne Recital Centre and delivered the Three Hours’ Devotions on Good Friday at St Paul’s Cathedral. In June and July, Andreas travelled with the Choir of Trinity College to Eastern Germany, preaching at St Thomas’s in Leipzig and at Dresden’s Frauenkirche. In August, Andreas was Rex Lipman Visiting Fellow at St Peter’s College Adelaide, and preached at Broadford, Victoria. In September, he presented on Bach’s B-Minor Mass at the St James’ Institute, King Street, Sydney, and chaired a Bach Symposium at Trinity. Andreas served on the United Faculty of Theology Senatus until October, and remains a member of MCD University of Divinity Council, the Council of the Diocese of Melbourne and of Melbourne Girls’ Grammar School. In June, Andreas was elected as 15th Dean of Melbourne, and took up this appointment in October.

Professor Andrew McGowan gave two public presentations while on Sabbatical leave during semester one: The End of Sacrifice? Cultic Traditions and the Early Eucharist at Fordham University, New York, in March, and Making Sacrifices: Cultic Tradition and Early Christian Meals at Yale Divinity School, New Haven, in May. He also presented Feast as Fast: Asceticism and Early Eucharistic Practice at Christian-Albrechts-Universität, Kiel, Germany, in August, and published ‘Eucharist and Sacrifice: Cultic Tradition and Transformation in Early Christian Ritual Meals’ in Mahl und religiöse Identität im frühen Christentum: Meals and Religious Identity in Early Christianity, ed M Klinghardt and H Taussig (Tübingen: Francke, 2012), 191–206. He continues as a member of the Board of St Michael’s Grammar School, a Canon of St Paul’s Cathedral, Melbourne, and a member of the Doctrine Commission of the Anglican Church of Australia. In October, he was named as one of the 10 inaugural professors of the MCD University of Divinity.

Dr Jack Migdalek, was awarded his PhD from Deakin University in October, for a thesis entitled Embodied Choreography and Performance of Gender. He published ‘Aesthetics of Gender Embodiment,’ Alfred Deakin Research Institute (JADRI) Working Papers, Series 2, no 37, attended the ATEOSL Pronunciation Symposium in Queensland in July, and presented Testosterone Kisses at the Gender Games research symposium, convened by Deakin, Melbourne and Monash Universities in November.

Dr Jennifer Mitchell was invited to speak at the Foundation Pathways Interest Group Workshop at the Australian International Education Conference in September. She attended the International Conference on E-learning at the Chinese University of Hong Kong, in June, and presented a paper at the Higher Education Research & the Student Learning Experience in Business Conference in December. She co-edited and published on WordPress three issues of Steep Stairs Review: Literature and Culture from Trinity College Foundation Studies (July, September and December 2012), and was author of three book reviews for Steep Stairs Review on works by Jeanette Winterson, Greg Baxter, and Kate Zambreno.


Martin Steers completed the Diploma of Information Technology at Holmesglen.

Jane Sykes was awarded her Master of Education from Monash University in October.

Dr Cathy Symington was invited to the University Malaysia Perlis in September to present as part of the International Lecture Series. Her sustainability topic was Bumblebees Shouldn’t be Able to Fly. She also gave a workshop presentation at the Australian Council for Educational Leaders annual conference in Brisbane in October titled Where Angels Fear
to Tread: Leadership in Difficult Conversations.


Dr Benjamin Thomas was appointed a Research Fellow of the Australian Institute of Art History, working on a book manuscript with co-author, Professor John Poynter AO.


Kitty Vroomen attended the VALA Conference – eM-powering eFutures in February, and a one-day workshop, Copyright for Educational Institutions, run by the Australian Copyright Council to enable her to act as the Copyright Officer for the College. Kitty is a member of The Chorl, directed by Dr Jonathan Welch AM.

Dr Megan Warner attended the International Society of Biblical Literature in Amsterdam in July, where she presented two papers.

Gale Watt attended the VALA Conference – eM-powering eFutures in February, the annual COSA User Conference 2012, the futurEducation Symposium held by the Australian Publishing Association, and the Learning Precincts Panel discussion at the University of Melbourne. She is a member of the Chorale Française de Melbourne, is current Secretary of SUAV, and coordinator of the College Librarians’ Group.

Dr Alexandra Williams’s article ‘From Art Instrument to “Plastic Fantastic”: the revival of the recorder’, was republished in *Traffic Anthology* 2012 [Melbourne, University of Melbourne Graduate Student Association, 2012]: 11–37.
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Ms Fay Marles AM  
Dr Bruce Munro  
Dr Roger Hamline Stafford  
Riordan AM  
Professor Richard Smallwood AO  
Mr Clive Smith  
Ms Diana Smith  
Dr Mechai Viravaidya AO  
Dr Denis White  
Mr Richard Woolcott AC

Senior Fellows
Sir Roderick Carnegie AC  
Mr Robert Cripps, AM  
Mr Alan Cuthbertson
The Rt Revd James Grant AM  
Mr James Guest, AM, OBE VRD  
Mr Brian Inglis AC  
Mr Brian Loton AC  
Professor John Poynter AO OBE  
Professor Robin Sharwood AM  
The Hon. Clive Tadgell AO QC

Former Fellows
Dame Margaret Blackwood DBE (†1986)  
Sir John Bunting KBE (†1995)  
The Revd Dr Evan Burge (†2003)  
Sir Joseph Burke KBE (†1992)  
Professor Manning Clark AC (†1991)

Sir Rupert Clarke AM MBE (†2005)  
The Rt Revd Robert Dann (†2008)  
Professor Peter Dennison (†1989)  
Sir Clive Fitts (†1984)  
Mr John Gourlay AM (†2007)  
The Hon. Sir Rupert Hamer AC KCMG ED (†2004)  
Sir Edmund Herring QC KCMG KBE DSO MC ED (†1982)  
Dr John Hueston (†1993)  
Dr Peter Jones (†1995)
Miss Valentine Leeper (†2001)
Dame Elisabeth Murdoch AC DBE (†2012)
Mr James Perry (†2007)
Mr Robert Sanderson DFC (†2008)
The Hon. Sir Reginald Sholl (†1988)
Mr Michael Thwaites AO (†2005)
Sir Lance Townsend (†1983)
Professor Kevin Westfold (†2001)
The Most Revd Sir Frank Woods KBE (†1992)

Former Senior Fellows
Professor Alan Shaw AO (†2012)

HONOURS
Australia Day
Members of the College
Mr William Barrett (Barry) Capp AM (TC 1952) – Fellow of the College
Professor John Frederick Forbes AM (TC 1963)
Dr Alan James Goble OAM (TC 1943)
Mr Bryan Andrew Keon-Cohen AM QC (TC 1966)
Professor Peter Balshaw McPhee AM (TC 1966)
Mr Robert James Stewart AM (TC 1967)
Professor Rodney Stuart Tucker OAM – non-resident tutor (1970–74)
Friends of the College
Rosemary Anne Balmford AM – past parent, JCH tutor (1958–61)
Mr Alex Chernov AC QC – past parent
Mr Peter Hansen OAM – donor
Mr Peter Cadden Heerey AM QC – donor
Mr Stephen Hibbert Newton, AO – donor
Professor Ian Andrew Renard AM
Mrs Claire Russell Vickery OAM – past parent

Queen’s Birthday
Members of the College
Dr (John) Rowan Blogg AM (Non-resident, TC 1949)
Professor Christopher Christophi AM (Non-resident Tutor)
Captain Andrew Willis Fysh RAN OAM (TC 1986)
Mr David Peter Hawkner AO (TC 1968)
Mr Tony Hyams AM (Non-resident, TC 1965)
Senior Chaplain Russell Stewart Joyce RAN OAM (TC 1972)
Mr Gregory Arthur Lewin AM (TC 1971)
Mr Simon Vincent McKeon, AO (Non-resident, TC 1974)

Friends of the College
Mr Anthony Michael D’Aloisio AM – donor
Associate Professor Jane Crawford Munro AM – donor
The Revd Emeritus Prof. Peter Daniel Steele AM – TCFS Shepherd
Mr Henry Jolson OAM QC – donor
Mr Dugald Grant McDougall RD OAM – donor and past parent

BEREAVEMENTS
Mr Russell Henry Beedles – Lecturer in Foundation Studies
Dr (John) Anthony Colebatch (TC 1958)
Mr Warwick Furnell Du Ve (TC 1947)
Mr John Aubrey Gibson (TC 1969)
Dr Peter Horace Gibson (TC 1942)
Dr Alan James Goble OAM (TC 1943)
Mr Michael Gordon Keir Guthrie (TC 1964)
Mr Alan William Hamer (TC 1936)

Mrs Ruth Elizabeth Wraith OAM – past parent

Jeremy Brian Mark Jowett (TC 1982)
Mr James Esk Lemaire (TC 1938)
Mr Robert Ferrers Lloyd [non-resident, TC 1951]
Mrs Anne Murray – wife of Timothy Murray (TC 1954) and past parent
Mr Peter Ross-Edwards AM (TC 1947)
Emeritus Professor Alan George Lewers Shaw AO (TC 1935) – Past Student, Tutor, Dean and Fellow of the College
Dr Edward Ernest Spring (non-resident, TC 1935)
Emeritus Professor [Frank] Douglas Stephens AO DSO (TC 1931)
The Revd Lawrence Ernest Turnbull (TC 1980)

SENIOR COMMON ROOM
Executive 2011–12
Mr Paul Andrews
Ms Anna Hood
Ms Kellie Mathers
Ms Kirstie Robertson

Executive 2012–13
Mr Paul Andrews
Ms Nicole Crook
Ms Kellie Mathers
Ms Kirstie Robertson

VISITING SCHOLARS
Semester 1
Professor Joe Klewicki
University of New Hampshire
Fluid Mechanics

Professor Richard Noss
London Knowledge Lab
Mathematics education

Professor Hans Hornung
California Institute of Technology
Fluid Dynamics

Judge Marvin Garbis
District Court for the District of Maryland, USA
Law

The Revd Professor Richard Burridge
King’s College London
Theology

Sheela Patel
Mitali Ayyangar
John Samuel
Society for the Promotion of Area Resource Centres
Urban Planning

Semester 2
Herr Wolfram Latke
Amarcord
Music

The Revd Professor Richard Burridge
King’s College London
Theology

Professor Dr Ronald Jeurissen
Nyenrode Business Universiteit
Business Ethics

The Revd Canon James Callaway
Colleges and Universities of the Anglican Communion
Theology

Fireside Chats
Dr Margaret Hellard
Global disease and marginalised populations

Mr Christopher Lamb
Humanitarian diplomacy: Does it exist?

Dr Phoebe Wynne-Pope
Peacebuilding, stabilisation, and the implications for humanitarian practice

Professor Joe Klewicki
Why does a golf ball have dimples? Fluid dynamics explained

Dr Gary Stager
Is Barack Obama the luckiest politician in America?

Ms Polixeni Papapetrou
The 2011 ER White artworks
**CHOIR OF TRINITY COLLEGE**

**Choral Scholars**
- James Alcorn
- NHM Forsyth Choral Scholar
- Leonie Axford
- Alice Backwell
- AJ Herd Choral Scholar
- Thomas Baldwin
- Felicity Anne Curry Choral Scholar
- Thomas Bland
- NHM Forsyth Senior Choral Scholar
- Choir Librarian
- Michelle Clarke
- NHM Forsyth Choral Scholar
- Astrid Connelly
- Oatley Family Scholar
- William Cuningham
- NHM Forsyth Choral Scholar
- Stephanie Firth
- Emily Fraser
- Lyndon Green
- Miranda Gronow
- Helen Macpherson Smith Trust Choral Scholar
- Eleanor Hanscombe
- Rob Hansen
- Peter Godfrey Choral Scholar
- Hannah Hornsby
- Andrew Justo
- Ken Horn Choral Scholar
- Gabrielle Lelevre
- Robert H Cripps Choral Scholar
- William Lennie
- Katherine Lieschke
- NHM Forsyth Choral Scholar
- Joshua McLeod
- Marion F Wilson Choral Scholar
- Emma Muir-Smith
- Freemantle Choral Scholar
- Megan Nelson
- Timothy Newton
- NHM Forsyth Choral Scholar
- Jessie Sun
- Janet Clarke Hall Choral Scholar
- Emma Williams
- Peter Dennison Choral Scholar
- Greta Williams
- Agnes Robertson Choral Scholar

**Emeritus Choral Scholars**
- Mr David Barmby
- Dr Peter Campbell
- Mr Thomas Drent
- Dr Benjamin Namdarian
- Mr Philip Nicholls
- Mr Timothy Reynolds
- Ms Suzanne Shakespeare
- Ms Siobhan Stagg
- Ms Megan Warner

**RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE**

**Resident students**
- Emily Augusta Adamson
- William Henry Alexander Adamson
- James Alcorn
- James Edward Allen
- Juliet Evelyn Adelaide Archibald
- Avinash Nair Atchu
- Lucinda Scarlett Atkinson
- Sharmila Austin
- Tyson Austin
- Alice Christie Backwell
- Charlotte Lena Bahnfleth
- Dougal Christopher Bailey
- Erin Mary Farrell Barnes
- Julia Rose Batterham
- Ella Beckingsale
- Estelle Louise Bennet
- Tonya Bernardo
- Georgia Rose Bettens
- Joanna Jessie Ronan Blair
- Thomas Bland
- Tanya Hillary Blindauer
- Ngarre Janalli (Nalli) Blow
- James Vincent Bounds
- David Redman Boyd-Law
- Jessica Grace Bradford
- Chloe Breakwell
- Annina Mardi Hare Breidahl
- Maia Frances Brent
- Alena Sharon Broesder
- Freya Louisa Brolsma
- Adeline Brown
- Amy Janet Buckerfield
- Rory Alexander William Burnham
- Nicholas Reid Caldwell
- Taylor Callaghan
- Kirsten Jane Callander
- Katrina Chambers
- Caitlin Chapman
- Hillary Si-Min Cheah
- Mark Yi-Hsuan Chiang
- Le Chi (Tommy) Chiu
- Jia Xiong Choo
- Wai Hoe Choong
- Jocelyn Wai-Ling Chu
- Benjamin John Murray Clark
- Emma Jean Murray Clark
- Michelle Anne Clark
- Thomas Charles Clark
- William John Richard Clarke
- John Patrick (Jack) Clarke
- Stephanie Kim Clarke
- Michael Alexander Clements
- Alice Lillian Workman Coates
- Jordonne Thea Colley
- Lucilla Clare [Lucy] Colman
- Astrid Clare Elizabeth Connelly
- Joseph Albert Constable
- Campbell David Cooke
- Alexandra Jessica Coppe
- Asha Cornish
- Mathew Luke Crane
- Thomas George Crowhurst
- William Gordon Gray Cuningham
- Hamish Edward Curran
- Jack Andrew Cuthbertson
- Fiona Stephanie Alexandra Davidson
- James Stewart Dawkins
- Charles de Brosses
- Bradley Francis Den Heijer
- Oscar Floyd Dixon
- Cale Nathaniel Dobrosak
- Michael Doherty
- Renrui (Henry) Dong
- Cameron Joseph Hickey Drane
- Kathryn Madeline Droppert
- Morgan Druce
- Hélène Michele Eliane Duchamp
- Benjamin Duff
- Luis Inaki Duhart Gonzalez
- Jared Benjamin Dyson
- Caroline Winfield Edwards
- Georgina Winfield Carleton Edwards
- Jakamarra (Louis) Egger
- Cameron Kieran Englman
- Lu [Estelle] Fang
- Elizabeth Ann Farrelly
- Nicole Louise Feast
- Eleanorola Lucia Francesca Figuerola-Steiner
- Olivia Victoria Fish
- Stephany Forman
- Stephanie Jayne Forrest
- Molly Jennifer Fowler
- Emily Vaux Fraser
- Alexander Galligan
- Julia Grace Garside
Stephen James Treloar
Santo Joseph Tripodi
Hugo William Trotter
Tse Sai Yee
Nathan Seth Van As
Rudi Martin van Breda
Rachel Simone Van Santen
Charles Vaughan
Irini Vazanellis
Georgina Alice Venn
Lacey Jayne Verley
Rukman Vijayakumar
Alexandra Therese von Schoenberg
Anna Louise Wallace
Ashley Louise Wallace
Joanna Isobel Wallis
Jessica Wang
Kai Yue Wang
Xi (Sissi) Wang
Laura Doris Ward
Mitchell Graham McGregor Ward
Stephanie Katherine Waters
Stuart Guy Watson
Alexandra Weisenberger
Vanessa Elise West
Annabel Samantha Willder
Emma Rose Williams
Greta Louise Williams
Ruaridh Paresh Williamson
Alyce Norma Wilson
Luke Geoffrey Wilson
James Erle William Wolfe
Christopher James Wood
Emily Kate Wood
Isabella Claire Woodhouse
Peter Bor Yuh Wu
Charlotte Amelia Lear Wyles
Michael James Wyles
Han Xue
Eugene Yi Yang
Shuwen (Sean) Yang
Dannel Yeo
David Henry Youl
Pan Ngan (Yvonne) Yu
Jean Zhang
Shumin (Sabrina) Zhao

Non-resident students
Leonie Axford
Thomas Baldwin
Elliott Bannan
Tehanee Bardolia
James Bett
Hamish Edridge
Stephanie Firth
Lucian Green
Hannah Hornsby
Eliza Jonson
Hannah Layman
William Lennie
Demi Li
Junjun Liang
Steve Lim
Anthony Long
Lachlan McCall
Joshua McLeod
Sophie Menikides
Emma Muir-Smith
Ellen Munari
Douglas Porteous
Jon Ricketson
Alexander Shaub
Nathaniel Taylor
William Zogopoulos

CRIPPS MIDDLE COMMON ROOM
Irini Vazanellis
President
Georgina McKay
Secretary
Ross Ritchie
Treasurer
Joseph Constable
Senior Baldrick
Miranda Gronow
Simon Matthews
Baldricks

RESIDENT STUDENT COORDINATORS
Freya Brolsma
Ben Clark
Joseph Constable
Tom Crowhurst
Kat Droppert
Caroline Edwards
Nicole Feast
Julia Garside
Morgan Hepburn-Brown
Maddie Hodge
Felicity Martin
Adelaide Myer
Rahul Ratwatte
Rachel Ryan
Julia Stretch
Douglas Tjandra
Hugo Trotter
Sissi Wang
Vanessa West

BURSARY COORDINATORS
Maia Brent
Matthew Hargreaves
Robert Holt
James Roberts

TRINITY COLLEGE ASSOCIATED CLUBS (TCAC)

TCAC Committee 2011–12
Sean Hewetson
Senior Student
Natasha Robbins
Social Secretary
Jared Dyson
Treasurer
David Parncutt
Arts Representative
Elin Barnes
Community Representative
Christopher Wood
Indoor Representative
Hamish Stein
Men's Sport Representative
Lucy MacDonald
Women's Sport Representative

TCAC Committee 2012–13
Matthew Hargreaves
Senior Student
Althea Rose
Social Secretary
James Roberts
Treasurer

Art Studio
Kat Mills
President
Lizzie Farrelly
Secretary
Lucy Coleman
Treasurer
Kat Chambers
Charlotte Scales
Julia Batterham

Beer Brewing Society
Tom Pierce
President
Rory Burnham
Secretary
Aley Weisenberger
Treasurer
Phil Hall
Rudi Van Breda

Beer Budlay
Adelaide Myer
President
Althea Rose
Secretary
Anthony Hall
Treasurer
Holly Mann
James Bounds
Tom Li

Billiards Room
Matt Hargreaves
President
Cameron Drane
Secretary
James Roberts
Treasurer
Dan McKenzie
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Robert Holt
Jess Wang

**Cooking Society**
Aley Weisenberger  
President
Julia Batterham  
Secretary
Iona Norton  
Treasurer
Emily Wood
Kat Chambers
Tom Clark

**Dance Society**
Maia Brent  
President
Tom Li  
Secretary
Tash MacKenzie  
Treasurer
Yvonne Yu

**Dialectic Society**
Dan Gibbons  
President
Tom Crowhurst  
Vice President

**ER White Club**
Nathan Van As  
President
Kath Mills  
Secretary
George Morrison  
Treasurer
Charlotte Scales
Lou Kelly
James Bounds

**Film Society**
Simone Nathan  
President
Ness West  
Secretary
Anna Blood  
Treasurer
Lucie Le Miere
Nick Caldwell
Stephanie Waters

**Fitzstaneith Polling Society**
Morgan Hepburn-Brown  
President
Cameron Drance  
Secretary
Morgan Druce  
Treasurer
Maia Brent
Robert Graham
Dan McKenzie

**Games Society**
Andrew Hebbard  
President
Nick Caldwell  
Secretary
Tom Crowhurst  
Treasurer
Robert Graham
Rudi Van Breda
Aley Weisenberger

**Informal Dining Society**
Kat Droppert  
President
Pip Kirby  
Secretary
Imogen Smith-Waters
Jamie Dawkins
Eva Lambert

**Outreach**
Doug Tjandra  
Secretary
Ben Clark  
Treasurer
Lacey Verley
Georgina McKay
Joe Constable
Alyce Wilson

**Trinity College Dramatic Society**
Julia Stretch  
Producer
Claire Robinson  
Assistant Producer
David Morley  
Treasurer

**Trinity College Music Society**
Tom Li  
President
Ben Clark  
Secretary
Nathan Van As  
Treasurer
Imogen Smith-Waters
Kat Droppert
Pip Kirby

**Trinity College Music Theatre Society**
Anna Sloan  
Producer
Rachel Ryan  
Artistic Director
Julia Batterham  
Assistant Artistic Director
David Morley  
Treasurer
Julia Stretch  
Assistant Music Director
Kat Droppert  
Marketing Manager
Will Penington  
Technical Director
Miranda Gaze
Simone Nathan

**Trinity International Social Committee**
Sissi Wang  
President
Dannel Yeo  
Secretary
Sabrina Zhao  
Treasurer
Imogen Smith-Waters
Nick Caldwell
Zhi Liang Tan
Phyllis Ho

**Trinity Racquets Society**
Joe Constable  
President
Lou Kelly  
Secretary
Phil Hall  
Treasurer

**Wine Cellar**
Robert Holt  
President
Joe Constable  
Vice President
Lou Kelly
Matt Hargreaves
Izzy Woodhouse

**RESIDENT COMMITTEES**

**Ball Committee**
Adelaide Myer  
Chair
Rachel Ryan
Freddie Grimwade
Ness West
Miranda Gaze
Alethea Rose
Lucie Le Miere
Natasha Robbins
Philip Theron

**Beer Garden (newspaper)**
Eugene Yang  
Custodian
Lucienne Le Miere
Luke Patterson
Nina Breidahl
Bulpadok (literary journal)
Nina Breidahl
Editor
Jessica Brandford
Eleanora Figueroa-Steiner
Campbell MacGillivray
Stephen Treloar
Vanessa West
Ruaridh Williamson

Buttery
Freddie Grimwade
Bar Manager
Ben Murphy
Treasurer
James Bounds
Emily-Jame Recny

Environment Committee
Jess Wang
President
Tom Clark
Secretary
Ellen Innes
Treasurer
Doug Tjandra
Izzy Woodhouse
Kat Chambers

Fleur-de-Lys Editors
Louise Kelly
Nina Breidahl

Food Group
Mark Gordon
Conference & House Manager
Chairman
Pascal Berthelemy
Site Manager, Alliance Catering
Maia Brent
Bursary Coordinator
Tom Clark
Phillip Hall
Sean Hewetson
Senior Student 2011–12
Robert Holt
Bursary Coordinator
Dougal Hurley
Tim McBain
Assistant Catering Manager, Alliance Catering

Daniel McKenzie
Indoor Rep TCAC 2012–13
Rahul Ratwaite
James Roberts
Bursary Coordinator
Colin Scarfe
Executive Chef, Alliance Catering
Heather Tan
Tanya Tassone
Operations Manager Alliance Catering
Philip Theron
Irini Vazanellis
Chris Wood
Indoor Rep TCAC 2011–12
Jean Zhang

Jester Committee
Freya Brolsma
Female Spirit-Leader
Daniel McKenzie
Male Spirit-Leader

Northern Territory Trip
Georgina McKay
President
Miranda Gaze
Treasurer
Lucy Atkinson
Erin Barnes
Alena Broesder
Kat Droppert
Miranda Gronow
Matthew Hargreaves
Phyllis Ho
Will Monotti
David Parncutt
Ross Ritchie
Jo Roberts
Hayley Stratten
Joanna Wallis
Mr Paul Andrews
Staff/Driver
Mr Paul Broussard
Staff/Driver
Dr Peter Campbell
Staff/Driver

Student Chaplaincy Committee
Thomas Bland
Chapel Clerk/President
Emily Fraser
Deputy Chapel Clerk/Secretary
Andrew Justo
Treasurer
Rob Hansen
Katherine Lieschke

Student IT Committee
David Morley
Yvonne Yu

Tech Committee
Freddie Grimwade
Charlie Hammond

OAK PROGRAM
Irini Vazanellis
Philip Hall
Rachel Macleod
Curators

Semester 1
James Mecca (TC 2010)
Justin Tonti-Filippini (TC 2009)
Professor John Royle (TC 1954)
Associate Professor Justin Tse (TC 1992)
Justice Chris Maxwell (TC 1971)
Marita Cheng (2012 Young Australian of the Year)
Margot Foster (TC 1976)

Semester 2
Bill Cowan (TC 1963)
Chris Renwick (TC1961)
Megan Clark (CSIRO)
Michael Levine (TC 2005)
Andrew Rouse (TC 1981)

TCAC AWARDS
Distinguished Effort in Senior Arts
Julia Stretch
Adelaide Myer
Fresher Artsperson of the year
Gaby Lefevre

Outstanding Contribution to College Life
Philip Theron
Thomas Bland
Will Penington
Irini Vazanellis

Outstanding College Spirit
Phil Hall

Outstanding Performance within a Club or Society
Anna Sloan
Rachel Ryan

Distinguished Contribution to Female Sport
Kirsty Callander
Alex Hinchcliffe

Fresher Sportsman of the Year
Jonathan Lau

Distinguished Effort in Senior Male Sport
Ben Clark

Outstanding Contribution to Community Service
Lacey Verley
Douglas Tjandra
Emily Lewis

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE AWARDS
Student of the Year
Douglas Tjandra

Outstanding Contribution to the Arts
Julia Stretch

Outstanding Contribution to Community Service
Emily Lewis
Will Penington
Sissi Wang

Sportswoman of the Year
Clare Sutterby

Sportsman of the Year
Hamish Stein

Rohan Humberstone Cup
Felicity Martin

Outstanding Contribution to the College
Thomas Bland
Adelaide Myer
David Morley
Irini Vazanellis
Franc Carse Essay Prize  
[not awarded]

Leeper Prize for Oratory  
[Dialectic Society]  
Daniel Gibbons

Leeper Scripture Prize  
[not awarded]

President’s Medal for Oratory  
[Dialectic Society]  
Daniel Gibbons

Wigram Allen Essay Prize  
Rachel Ryan

Louise Gourlay Prize for Social Change  
Natasha Robbins  
Chantelle Robbins

Dux  
Douglas Tjandra

Valedictorian  
Douglas Tjandra

ACADEMIC AWARDS

Awarded in March

For results in Semester 2, 2011

Alice Backwell
Elliott Bannan
Austin Barack
Louise Bennet
Chloe Breakwell
Caitlin Bahnfleth
Natalia Basiuk
Ben Clark
Jackson Clarke
Jordonne Colley
Lucy Collins
Joe Constable
Tom Crowhurst
Jacob Dobson
Chris Drok
Helene Duchamp
Margot Eliason
Nicole Feast
Nicholas Fenech
Stephanie Forrest
Astrid Fulton
Miranda Gaze
Daniel Gibbons
Robert Graham
Claire Hamilton
Claudia Harley
Andrew Hebbard
Poh Hui Ho
Robert Holt
Andrew Jiang
Mitchell Johnson
Philippa Kirby
Daniel Ko
Eva Lambert
Lucienne Le Miere
Cheok Lee
Tomos Lelong
Michael Liu
Harriet Lobb
Rachel Macleod
Felicity Martin
Tim McGregor
Sophie Menikides
Tom Monotti
Antonia Morris
Todd Morris
Iona Norton
James Roberts
Anna Sloan
Hayley Stratton
Zhi Liang Tan
Louisa Thurecht
Douglas Tjandra
Justin Tonti-Filippini
Georgie Venn
Xi Wang
Stephanie Waters
James Wolfe
Thomas Wormald
Shaun Yap

Awarded in August

For results Semester 1, 2012

Lucinda Atkinson
Alice Backwell
Charlotte Bahnfleth
Alena Brooks
Nicholas Caldwell
Jia Xiong Choo
Benjamin Clark
Thomas Crowhurst
Morgan Druce
Cameron Engman
Nicole Feast
Stephanie Forrest
Molly Fowler
Miranda Gaze
Matthew Geleta
Yi Jzen Goh
Robert Graham
Miranda Gronow
Andrew Hebbard
Poh Hui Ho
Dougal Hurley
Ellen Innes
Andrew Justo
Philippa Kirby
Dong-Kyoon Ko
Eva Lambert
Jonathan Lau
Lucienne Le Miere
Tomos Lelong
Sarah Mann
Felicity Martin
Simon Matthews
Nicholas Montgomery
Antonia Morris
Todd Morris
Eleanor Nicklason
Iona Norton
Joanna Roberts
James Roberts
Benjamin Russell
Evangeline Shaw
Siobhan Stagg
Hayley Stratton
Zhi Liang Tan
Douglas Tjandra
Lacey Verley
Jessica Wang
Ruaridh Williamson
Luke Wilson
Christopher Wood
Peter Wu
Shumin Zhao

RESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIPS

AC Thompson Scholarship  
(1940)  
David Morley

AJ Herd Choral Scholarship  
(1996)  
Alice Backwell

Agnes Robertson Choral Scholarship  
(1999)  
Greta Williams

Agnes Tait Robertson Scholarship for the Creative Arts  
(2006)  
Jordonne Colley

Alan Patterson International Scholarship  
(2002)  
Jay Kim

Amy Smith Recurrent Scholarship  
(2010)  
Caitlin Chapman
Natasha Robbins
Stephanie Waters

Amy Smith Scholarship  
(1985)  
Stephanie Waters

Dr Andrew Fraser Medical Scholarship  
(2009)  
Georgina Prassas
Georgina Venn
Alyce Wilson
Peter Wu

Barry and Margot Capp Scholarship  
(2005)  
Catherine Long

Bendigo Bank Scholarship  
(2007)  
Nicole Feast

Blackman Student Support  
(2004)  
Rory Burnham
Emily Lewis

Campbell Scholarship  
(2007)  
Rory Burnham

Charles Abbott Scholarship  
(1986)  
Kimberly Pellosis

Charles Hebden Memorial Scholarship  
(1919)  
Douglas Tjandra

Cheong Yu-Lin Endowment Fund  
(2008)  
Poh Hui Ho

Clarke Scholarship  
(1880)  
David Morley

Cybec IT Endowed Scholarship  
(1994)  
Tomos Lelong
Cybec Newcomers Scholarship [2005]
Joobin Hooshmand

Cybec Recurrent Scholarship [2005]
Hamish Curran
Phillip Hall
Samuel Hartley
Kimberly Pellosis
Lacey Verley

David Jackson Scholarship [1999]
Jonathan Lai

David Wells Law Scholarship [1997]
Rachel Macleod
William Monotti

Dessewffy Family Bursary [2005]
Estelle Bennet

Evan Burge Entrance Scholarship [1995]
Simon Matthews
Chantelle Robbins

Felicity Anne Curry Choral Scholarship [2006]
Thomas Baldwin

Frank Henagan Scholarship [1997]
Rachel Macleod
David Morley

Freemantle Choral Scholarship [2011]
Emma Muir-Smith

Helen Macpherson Smith Trust Choral Scholarship [1990]
Miranda Gronow

Helen Macpherson Smith Trust Scholarship [1985]
Taylor Callaghan

Henry Berthon Scholarship [1886]
Nicholas Montgomery

Ian Home MacKenzie Medical Scholarship [2001]
Mitchell Johnson

J H Sutton Scholarship [1925]
Stephanie Forrest

James A Grant Entrance Scholarship [2001]
Luke Wilson

James Guest Science Scholarship [2007]
Nicole Feast

Janet Clarke Hall Choral Scholarship [2003]
Jessie Sun

John Ross-Perrier Bursary [2005]
Estelle Bennet

John T Reid Scholarship [2009]
Tyson Austin

Ken Horn Choral Scholarship [2002]
Andrew Justo

Kenneth Moore Music Scholarship [2008]
William Clark

Le Souef Medical Scholarship [1999]
Mitchell Johnson
Zhi Liang Tan

Leith Hancock Scholarship [1992]
Nicole Feast

Lilian Alexander Medical Scholarship [1999]
Mitchell Johnson
An Chieh Lin

Maurice Hurry Law Scholarship [1983]
Rachel Macleod

Merlyn Myer Scholarship [2007]
Evangeline Shaw

Mitiades and Alkestitis Chryssavgis Scholarship [1995]
Sebastian Strugnell

N Bruce Munro Senior Scholarship [1984]
Estelle Bennet
Benjamin Clark
Thomas Crowhurst, Stephanie Forrest
Nicole Hart
Dong-Kyoon Ko
Eva Lambert, Lucienne Le Miere
Iona Norton
Anna Sloan
Hayley Stratton
Stephen Treloar

NHM Forsyth Choral Scholarship [1997]
William Cuningham
Michelle Clark
Katharine Lieschke
Timothy Newton

NHM Forsyth Senior Choral Scholarship [2001]
Thomas Bland

Oatley Family Scholarship [2007]
Astrid Connelly
Cameron Drane
James Mecca
Christopher Wood

Perry Scholarship [1873]
Santo Tripodi

Peter Godfrey Choral Scholarship [2002]
Robert Hansen

Peter Dennison Choral Scholarship [2002]
Emma Williams

RA Must Scholarship [2000]
Miranda Gaze
Daniel Gibbons
Robert Graham
Philippa Kirby
Jonathan Lau
Nicholas Montgomery
Eleanor Nicklason

RF Stuart-Burnett Scholarship [1994]
Selvi Jegatheesan
Nicole Hart

Randal and Louisa Alcock Scholarship [1927]
Estelle Bennet

Randolph Creswell Engineering Scholarship [2004]
Benjamin Russell

Reginald MV Blakemore Scholarship [1991]
Todd Morris

Robert B Lewis Scholarship [1989]
Jay Kim

Robert WH Cripps Choral Scholarship [1994]
James Alcorn
Gabrielle Lefevre

Rosemary and Bryan Cutter Foundation Scholarship [2008]
Ngaree Blow
Luke Patterson

SAF Pond Scholarship [1980]
Sebastian Strugnell

SAF Pond Non-Resident Choral Scholarship [1980]
Leonie Axford
Thomas Baldwin
Nicholas Cochrane-Ng
Stephanie Firth
Lyndon Green
Hannah Hornsby
William Lennie
Joshua McLeod
Megan Nelson

S R Stoneman Scholarship [2010]
Kimberly Pellosis

Simon Fraser Scholarship [1920]
Antonia Morris

Dr Susan Lim Medical Scholarship [2010]
Gyu Sung Lee
James Wolfe

Sydney Wynne Scholarship [1970]
Rory Burnham
Chantelle Robbins

Trinity General Scholarship

Emily Lewis
Rachel van Santen

Trinity International Scholarship [2000]
Hillary Si-Min Cheah
Jia Xiong Choo
Lu Fang
Jie Lin Claire Goh
Yi Jzen Goh
Jay Kim
Rachel Li Tzu Koh
Rahimah Shahnas Shahul
Hameed
Heather Liying Tan
Xi Wang
Han Xue
Trinity Scholarship
Mathew Crane
Candice Liddy
Georgina Long
John Lucas
Georgina McKay
Katherine Mills
Siobhan Stagg
Philip Theron
Santo Tripodi
Joanna Wallis

Trinity Theological Scholarship
Emily Fraser
Andrew Hearl

Yorta Yorta Scholarship (2004)
Candice Liddy

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL

Ministry Formation Program
Mrs Leonie Bird
Mr Trevor Bradley
Dr Andrew Bunting
TCTS Senior Student 2012
Mr Theodore Byard
Miss Christy Capper
Mr Jonathan Chamberlain
Mr Ian Chapman
Ms Melissa Clark
Mr Craig Coulson
Mr Mathew Crane
Mr Michael Danaher
Mr Paul Etherington
Dr Linda Fiske
Miss Emily Fraser
The Revd Jacob Garang Akeck
Mr Peter Guy
Miss Emma Halgren
Dr Jeffrey Hanson
Mr Andrew Hearl
Miss Kasey Holyman
Mr Gladwyn Hughes
Mrs Patricia Kennedy
The Revd Paul Kruse
Mrs Valerie Johnson
Mr Andrew Lockwood-Penney
Mr Manoli Chol Mager
The Revd Nigel Mann
The Revd David Gai Manyok
Mrs Catherine McGovern
Mr David Milford
Mrs Emily Payne
Mr David Perryman
Ms Claire Preston
Ms Linda Prosser
Mrs Fiona Raaie
Mr John Raaie
Dr Sharne Rolfe
Mr Alexander Ross
Mrs Kirsty Ross
Mrs Brenda Sang
Mr Adriaan Siersema
Ms Jacqueline Smith
Mr David Stansfield
Associate Professor Lachlan Thompson
Dr Nicholas White
Ms Janet Winfield

ACADEMIC AWARDS
Ms Claire Preston
Ms Jacqueline Smith
Dr Nicholas White

Valentine Leeper Prize
Open to students from Trinity College and Ridley Melbourne
Mr Sam Gregory [Ridley Melbourne]

Certificate in Theology and Ministry
Maureen Arnold [Bathurst, NSW]
Anne Bennett [Melbourne, VIC]
Peter Bryce [Melbourne, VIC]
Austin Byard [Melbourne, VIC]
Scott Chambers [Melbourne, VIC]
Nigel Daniels [Holloways Beach, QLD]
Avril Dover [Melbourne, VIC]
Helen Drummond [Melbourne, VIC]
Agnes Fallows [Perthville, NSW]
Philip Harvey [Melbourne, VIC]
Tanya Harvey [Kelso, NSW]
Marilyn Hocking [Altona, VIC]
Peter Holbrook [Kuranda, QLD]
Sonja Holbrook [Kuranda, QLD]
Denise Ireland [Earlville, QLD]
Pat Johnson [Kelso, NSW]
Elsbeth Jones [Melbourne, VIC]
Paul Jones [Melbourne, VIC]
Anna Krebs [Bathurst, NSW]
Gavin Krebs [Bathurst, NSW]
Ruben Major Buol [Swan Hill, VIC]
Barry Morrison [Melbourne, VIC]
Martin Nadarajan [Melbourne, VIC]
Carol O’Connor [Melbourne, VIC]
Monica O’Sullivan [Melbourne, VIC]
Neil Robinson [Melbourne, VIC]
Caroline Rutherford [Melbourne, VIC]
David Spriggs [Melbourne, VIC]
Sarah Thompson [Melbourne, VIC]
Siosifa Tongia [Melbourne, VIC]
Michael Whiteman [Melbourne, VIC]
Catherine Williamson [Kelso, NSW]
Thomas Williamson [Kelso, NSW]
Craig Wilson [Melbourne, VIC]
Peter Yewers [Melbourne, VIC]
Yanpu Zhang [Melbourne, VIC]
WU Dan
YAO Mei
YAO Tianzhu
YOU Xiaojing
ZHANG Bin
ZHANG Rui Shuo
ZHANG Yan
ZHAD Xinyi

June Main 2011
AFILA Nadya
DANKER Debbra-Jane Arlyne
DARMASAPUTRA Shienny
FANG Lulu
FU Yanning
INANTO Michelle
KALYA Kiptenai Kimutai
KOH Justin
LAW Jolene Chian Yi
LOUIS Jessica
MATTHEW
NURLAILLY Tsaniyah
SARWONO Kevin Roy
SIN Anabelle Bi Cheng
SRIWIJAYA Jason Pratama
SUN Zeliang
TALEHATA Raissa Anasthasia
YEONG Edmond Chen Tai

July Main 2011
ADIBRATA Karen Emyra
ANGKARSA Lorenza
AUYONG Jinhua Kimberley
BAHMANI KASHKOULI Pedram
CAHYONO Ivan Nano
CHAN Yin Chung Calvin
CHAN Gabriela Edna Zhi Yin
CHEN Jiahao
CHEN Danyang
CHI Kathy
CHIN Tzer Minn
CHOI Jae Sik
DANG Thi My Phuong
DONG Renruyi
FERNANDO Sashini Magdaline
FONG Hao Xiang Jeremy
GULAMOYDEEN Sarah
GUO Zhiran
DIONISIO-SEE Karen Angela
DYER BRAY Sophia Grace
Edsmeralda
EDWIN Marvin Adriano
FABIAN Stanislaus Glenndy
FOO Miao Yun
FRANK Daniel
GOH Chean Wei Bridget
GOH Wan Teng Jolene
GUANDINATA Angelica
GUNAWAN Stefanny Gabriella
HA Dinh Viet
HA NhU The Vy
HAN ChengChen
HARYANTO Frans
HARYANTO Steve
HENDRA Stella
HIRATA Roi
HUI Hou Wai
JONGKAMTO Aljerru
KAN Wing Yan
KHIN Zarchi Aung
KOK Felicia
KOKADA Micah
KUSUMA Edwin
KWOK Sean Justin
LEE Jun Yan
LEG0H Cellyn Josephin Dione
LEONG Michel Danelle Li Ling
LEUNG Shan Zhi
LI Jia Wei
LI Jiayun
LI Renkun
LIM Kevin Gunawan
LIMANTO Metaniawati
LIM Fang-Ning
LIN Qingqing
LIN Ting-Yu
LITVINENKO Vladislav
LOY Jia Min Kelly
LUHUR Edward Ignazio
MAYLINDA Ayu Astrid
MUFTI Wilson Nugraha
MULYONO Hermawan
NGUYEN Thi Thai An
PANDHIKA Wilta Clarissa
PHAM Ngoc Minh An
PRABAHAR Ashwini
PURWANDINI Farahditya Putri
RAMBITAN Widyawati
REYNALDO Aloysius Halomoan
SANTOSO Aristhania
SAPUTRA Adela Risha
SAPUTRA Ayleen Ginny
BERNADETH
SATYAWIRAWAN Syane Agacy
SIAN Evelyn
SIRICHALERMRAK Warissara
SOESANTO Erica
SOETJIPTO Kevin Alexander
SUSANTO Reagan
Kurniadiwputra
SUTANAHADI Adrian
TAMSIL Antonius Jason
THEN Meitifani
TIONARDI Edbert
TIJANDRA Stephen Alexandre
TJIUPEK Ineke
TJIUPEK Jessica
TOYAD Clarissa Amery
VALERIE Elizabeth
WANG Xinya
WIBOWO Ricky
WIDJAJA Andy
WIDJANARKO Ria Edra
WIRAYADI Ryan Kristianto
WONG Justin Dixuen
WU Mengjie
XUE Qimeng
YANG Wenyi
YAP Teng Jing Rebecca
YOSWARA Aimee Margaretha
YUWONO Celvin Prasetya

July Main 2012

ASGARI STEPHENS Medina Binti
BAI Jindi
BUDIYANTO Astrid Anindita
CHEN Chen
CHEN Guanda
CHEN Junsong
CHIN Si Min
CHONG Kok Fai
CHONG Zhi Heng Mervin
CHU Ming
DAMITRIAS Theofilius Danu
DENG Rui
DING Jing Jing
DJAJAWI Indra
DON Stephanie
EFFENDY Jimmy
FAN Kuan
FENG Yu
FLORENCIA Jessica
FONG Sarah Mun Yee
FOO Dylan Meng Shen
FRIESS Marc Charles
GAO Jiasheng
GUO Huina
GUO Yixing
HE Hao
HO Tommy
HO Xing Yi
HOU Shangwen
HUA Mengmeng
KAM Hui Shuen
KANNAN Ashwini
KHAW Pi Sheng
KHIN Thaw Aung
KOSASIH Astrid Leoni
KRAISATHIANPAISAL Wittawin
LAZUARDI Felicia Levina
LEE Zhi Yan
LEI Rong Yang
LI Jiayi
LI Ming Xiao
LI Qixiao
LIE Richy
LIEW Ryan Wenhaw
LIM Sherwynn
LIM Yu Han
LIN Fan
LING Cheng
LING Mei
LIU Jing
LIU Sixi
LO Hiu Ying
LOH Hui Lian
LOH Jia Hui
LU Shan
LUO Nahu
MA Tianxiao
MA Wei Ya
MENG Qian
MIAO Yutong
MUGHAL Muhammad Waleed Bin Tariq
MUHAMMAD Arif
MUSTAPA Mohd Amar Nazrin Bin
MYINT THEIN Sai Phone
NAN MAUK KHAM HEIN Michelle
NGUYEN Huynh Phuong Thoa
NGUYEN Trong Dung
OSMENA Sheen Abigail
PAKPANAH Timothy
PEK Philomena Yan Yun
QIU Xuechen
ROMPIS Calvin Patrick
RUSLAN Afif Ridhwan
SASAI Kana
SELEZNEVA Ekaterina
SENDJAJA Jonathan
SINURAYA Putera Perkasa
SOU Lo Teng
SU Htoo Ywe
SUTRISNA Friska
TAN Long Xiang Dylan
TAN Zhen Yi Rachel

August Extended 2012

ANDERSON Breggy
BAI Jingnan
BI Xuechun
CHAI Xiaojuan
CHEN Haiyuan
CHEN Xinyi
CHEN Yuhan
CHI Didi
DAI Ao
DENG Yaxin
FANG Lanzhu
GAO Yuyang
GUO Zihao
HAN Gaolie
HE Haozhou
HE Yueyang
HENDRAWAN Johan Andrew
HU Haojie
HU Mingjie
HU Ting
JIANG Lanxu
JIAO Hang
LI Chunxu
LI Jianjun
LI Ke
SOCIAL COMMITTEE

July Main 2011
K’ Thi Hoai Thanh
KSENIIA Khmel
LO Chieng Wen
OMAR Fiona
TALEHATA Raissa Anasthasia

October Fast Track 2011
AGNISETIADI Lieanto
DO Khoa
TAN Lois
WONGSODIRDJO Leanne
Wongsodirjo

TRINITY INSTITUTE

Juilliard Winter Jazz School
Francesco Acanfora
Joel Armour
Kade Edward Crowe Brown
Samuel Butler
Louis Jack Cann
Sophie Catsoulis
Mayank Choudhary
Ben Andrew Clapin
Warren Davis
Robert Finch
Lucien Finch
Benjamin Finnis
Tiffany Fung
David Goodwin
Maksym Grychuk
Zak Hameiri
Tom Hewett
Tess Hosking
Noah Hutchinson
Rory Hutchinson
Taylor Jackson
Chelsea Renee Kent
Gregory MacNamara
Saacha Maloney
Cameron Mee
Alita Mellups-Smith
Matthew Nicholls
Matthew O’Brien
Alexander Phillips
William Raftery
Emily Schnall
Thomas Scott
Valentia Shaw
Saffron Shepherd
Sudeep Sinha
Sunday Taile
Giorgio Theodoropoulos
Nicolaas Tjoelker
Joel Trigg
Tsz Chung Tsang

Young Leaders Winter School
Margarita Ainsworth
Banin Alsaaai
Felicia Auryn
Seray Benson
Seileshia Calma-Goodrem
Teresa Cayanti
Chatraporn Chatnithikul
Felicia Chen
Hiu Wah Chiu
Hoang My Linh Chu
Tameeka Clark
Amanda Clissold
Resham Dhaduk
Raquel Dologan
Luke Dundon
Harrison Allan Earle
Erin Font
Suputcha Fuangfooloy
Kim Yang Fung
Raymond Harris
Emma Hinds
Lo Yi Ho
Chi leng Abbey Ho
Dhruv Ramkrishna Hoskote
Sze Ki Hung
Steven Jacobus
Plearn Janvatanavit
Eunike Karamoy
Krittaphol Khajornrungruang
Jonathan Hongsoon Kim
Natnaree Klumane
Peravit Kovitaya
Thuy Tien La
Vanessa Lai
Vivian Lai
James Landolt
Beni-Israel Ishooyah Landy-Ariel
Shane Leong
Sarah Jiaye Lim
Kim Yen Lim
Ploythip Limrattamorn
Ajith Madhol
Mary Meghan McBain
Micaela McMurdno
Akihiro Miyata
Pakkaporn Nantinkamol
Kim Tien Nguyen
Duytue Nguyen
Hung Cuong Nguyen
Thanh Huyen Nguyen
Le Phuong Thao Nguyen
Thi Hong Hanh Nguyen
Thi Lien Phuong Nguyen
Gia Khanh Nguyen
Minh Hung Nguyen
Sirikarn Paopongthong
Prathyush Parasuraman
Heeyoung Park
Samuel Johannes Pattinasarane
Samuel Perkins
Jenny Pham Vo
Nutchra Pongsawat
Aiden Jai Potts
John Roxley Preston
Tarla Rapson
Kristina Scerri
Yossamon Setkit
Monruecha Sirakhunnakij
Nahal Tagavi
Taisei Tatsumi
Nutchta Thawaiwatnattrakool
Rattanawadi Theerakulvanich
Nardos Tilahun
Nguyen Thien Trang Tran
Van Tran Trang
Thanh Nhi Vu
Boonyarid Wattanaurai
Jessica Williams
Bethan Williamson
William Winter-Cooke
Kayoko Yamashita

Young Leaders Summer School
Raymond Adams
William Anthony
Tyus Arndt
Ilaria Bigaran
Ahmad Rabani Bin Hafsun
Hanif Bin Rezal
Nur Nadhirah Binte Mohamed
Amran
Imaad Iqbal Cassim
Jia Hui Chan
Billy Cheng
Weng Kin Cheong
Si Jing Chew
Shiao Ven Chip
Huang Ming Chong
Le Er Chong
Yu Kai Chong
Nicole Costello
Dianna Duong
Sammie Duong
Meiwen Fang
Yinwei Feng
Navindi Hasara Fernandopulle
Andrew Fuller
Nazrawit Gutema
Melissa Hall
Seng Poo Heng
Kee Siang Hew
Sze Khim Hiew
Juan Liang Ho
Gina Hoh
Marley Holloway-Clarke
Samuel Ibrahim
Kamarunnisa Ismail
Jaymee Justiniano
Yong Shen Kee
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Lisa Maree Kight
Shao Ming Koh
Jenna Kramme
Xin Yi Lee
Jian Hong Lee
Jinyi Lee
Geok Ching Lee
Quoc Lieu
Yi Sian Lim
Guan Jie Lim
Cheryl-Ann Lim
Zi Teng Lim
Ji Ping Long
Zi Xi Low
Huei Sun Loy
Cin Ting Loy
Yi Lum
Zhen Yi Lye
Shin Yang Mag
Teng Fong Mak
Salasei McCarthy
Thomas McKay
Jirra Ross Byng Moffatt
Mohamed Izzat Mohd Nasser
Maisarah Alanna Muhammed
Firuz
Emma Mumbulla
Tamana Murady
Maneeja Murady
Kathleen Murphy
Anisha Nareshkumar
Mohamad Arif Ng
Gui Rui Ng
Rose Ong
Shannen Ong
Wen Yee Ooi
Hui Min Ooi
Gage Patterson
Wahnay Paw Peter
Xin Yi Poh
Yun Xi Quek
Thomas Robinson
Nur Leeyana Roslee
Najwa Jia Hui Rujok
Shauna Sandow
Madeleine Filia Setiono
Li Ting Soon
Waverley Stanley
Wah Wah Sunny
Tia, Jia Jia Tan
Jia Ee Tan
Wei Ka Tan
Qiu Xean Tan
Li Xiong Tan
Wee Zhan Tan
Yun Wen Tan
Hui Ling Tan
Ai Xia Teh
Deborah Teng
Thart Htoo Thachaw
Shui Jing Ting
Yang Gin Ting
Jun Xiang Tok
Jun Han Tok
Dinh Tiffini Tran
Phillip Truong
Tony Truong
Nikki Vu
Annabelle West
Yee Jing Wong
Rui Sien Wong
Xiao Huey Yeo
Jing Mun Yong
Nabila Anindya Yudiantoro

GIFTS TO THE ART COLLECTION

Aranday Foundation
Portrait of Rupert Myer (2012) by Yvette Coppersmith

Mr Campbell Bairstow and Ms Jill Gregory
A woven pandanus mat by Langani Marika

Ms Judy Cassab and Mr John Seed
Two oil paintings by Judy Cassab

Judge Peter Gebhardt
A series of ten paintings by members of the Utopia Community, Northern Territory
A bark painting by Johnny Wanimalil

Mr Neil Everist

Professor John Poynter AO
Portrait of Professor John Poynter (2012) by Julia Ciccarone

Professor Robin Sharwood AM
A collection of fine English porcelain from the early nineteenth century
Several printed works on papers

LOANS TO THE ART COLLECTION

Dr John Best and Ms Janine Sargeant
An untitled Indigenous painting by Keith Kerinauia

Ms Yvette Coppersmith
A series of paintings titled Forever in Blue Jeans by Yvette Coppersmith

SR Stoneman Collection,
Duneira, Mt Macedon
French Market Place by Ethel Carrick

GIFTS TO THE Archives

Mr Bernard and Mrs Mary Newsome
Material relating to the life, writings and drawings of architect Phillip Sargeant (TC 1952)

Dr Damian Powell
Research material relating to Sir William Stawell

Professor Robin Sharwood AM
Books and papers on Canon Law

LOANS TO THE Archives

Ms Mry-Clare Adam
Porcelain doll belonging to Valentine Leeper

GIFTS TO THE LIBRARY

Professor AGL Shaw
44 books on art

College House, Christchurch, New Zealand
Miles Warren: An Autobiography
The Landscape of New Zealand Wine by Kevin Judd

Mr David Chislett
Traditional prayers for Anglican Catholics

Ms Victoria Comport
8 books on Australia and law

Professor Ian Donaldson
Ben Johnson: A Life

Mr Danny Fahey
The Tree Singer
Catalina
The Woodcarver’s son

The Rt Revd James Grant AM
Voices of War by Michael Caulfield

Sir Andrew Grimwade
Climate Change: On for Young and Old by Helen Sykes
Demanding the Impossible by Sylvia Lawson
Manstyle by Laura di Trocchio

The Revd Diane Heath
29 books on theology, ministry and feminism

Mr Ian Howie-Willis
A Medical Emergency

Professor Ronald Jeurissen
Ethics and Business

Ms Dawn Leicester
Speaking Frankly A Trinity College Tribute to Frank Henagan

Ms Kate Metz
Stiletto Safari

The Revd E J Miller
10 books on theology and art

Andrew Oppenheim
Murundak Songs of Freedom (DVD)

Professor Robin Sharwood AM
Nicholas Chevalier Australian Odyssey by Simon Gregg

Ms Katherine Sheedy
The Act of Nursing: A History of Nursing Regulation in Victoria

Ms Deborah Towns
To Dream, Dare and Achieve

CONFERENCE GROUPS AND EVENTS

Study Abroad
University of Delaware Sports Science Group

Year 11/12 Study Camps
Goulbourn Valley Grammar School
Brentwood Secondary School
Lighthouse Christian College
Calvin Christian School
Camberwell Girls Grammar
Hoppers Crossing Secondary School
Kew High School

The University of Melbourne
Melbourne Research
Overseas Students Society [MUOSS]
International Student Services
Faculty of Science Industry Advisory Group [Faculty of Science]
Architect & Design Summer School
Chinese Microbiology Summer Camp
Department of Pathology Workshops
Department of Genetics Workshops
Department of Economics Association of Women on Campus [AWCUM]
Urban Planning, Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Faculty of Economics and Commerce staff workshops
Melbourne School of Engineering
School of Chemistry
School of Graduate Research
Graduate School of Management
AUSAID accommodation for new International Student arrivals [International Office]
Melbourne Welcome Program
Student Management Services
Various Cricket & Athletic Club functions
National Markets [University of Melbourne Marketing Department]

Indigenous Programs
Career Trackers
Murrup Barrack Summer School for Indigenous Postgraduate Students, the University of Melbourne
Koori Gamadj Institute [Young Koori Leadership Program]
Richmond Emerging Aboriginal Leadership Camps [REAL]
Ganbina Group Leadership Program
BA Extended Interviewees

Academic Conferences and Events
Cambridge Economic History Symposium
20th International Visual Sciences Symposium
46th Australian Institute of Food Science & Technology
20th International Symposium on Mathematical Theory of Networks and Systems
Conference on Optoelectronic and Microelectronic Materials and Devices
Royal Society of New Zealand
The British Academy/Australian Academy of the Humanities Symposium
Symposium on Bach in Australia
Bronwyn Lovell Poetry Evening [The Hannah Barry Memorial Award]
Dickens’ Fellowship

Other Educational Groups
Film Making Summer School
Film Writing Winter School
Australian Film Base weekend courses
Harvard Scholarship Interviews
GAMSAT Ready Revision Classes [Prep for medical college entry exams]
Gold Standard GAMSAT classes [Prep for medical college entry exams]
Medstart UMAT classes [Prep for medical college entry exams]
Connect Education VCE Revision workshops

Academic Edge VCE Revision workshops
Engage Education VCE Revision Classes
Elevate Education
Brain Gym [Kinaesthetic]
CAMP Australia [Child Care Facility]
0ZTrek Orientation [Canadian Students at MU]
American Universities International Programs [AUIP]
Envision ISLP
School for Excellence TSFX VCE Revision Classes
Swinburne University Film student shoots
RMIT Film student shoots
VCA Film student shoots

Charity and Services
Red Cross Workshops
Animals Australia
National Disability Service
Annecto – The People Network [Disability Employment]
Murdoch Children’s Research Institute
Royal Children’s Hospital Workshops

Religious
Third Order, Society of St Francis Conference
St Bishoy & St Shenouda Coptic Orthodox Church Youth Event
Australian Academy of Liturgy
Melbourne University Overseas Christian Fellowship [MUOCF]
Federal Senate of the Church of England (Disability Employment)
Annecto – The People Network
National Disability Service
Animals Australia
Red Cross Workshops

Location Services
K-Swiss film shoot [Fashion]
Filming of The Block Channel 9
Filming of Howzat Channel 9
Filming of Dr Blake Mysteries
ABC

Corporate and Other
Australian Skeptics National Convention
Red Hat Australia Pacific Pty Ltd – Linux Users of Victoria monthly meetings
The Communications Council [Marketing]
Color Pak Workshop
Reaching Your Pinnacle [Corporate Training] – 32 Hour Challenge
NAB Bank, Exploring your possibilities, Staff Development
People Measures [Management Consultants]
School of Custom Programs [University of Melbourne Commercial Ltd]